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1. Executive Summary
This report summarizes the process evaluation of the 2010 Residential Conservation
Services/Mass Save® Residential Single Family Retrofit (Mass Save) program, conducted by The
Cadmus Group Inc. (Cadmus), Opinion Dynamics, Navigant Consulting (Navigant), Itron, and
Energy and Resource Solutions (ERS), collectively referred to as the Cadmus Team.
This report has been prepared for the program administrators (PAs) NSTAR, National Grid,
Columbia Gas, Unitil, Cape Light Compact, Berkshire Gas, New England Gas, and Western
Massachusetts Electric Company (WMECO).
The evaluation findings, conclusions, and recommendations presented have been drawn from an
array of data collection activities, including a measure assumption review; interviews with PA
staff, implementer staff (vendors) from Conservation Services Group (CSG), Center for
Ecological Technology (CET), Honeywell, and RISE Engineering, and program contractors; and
surveys of participating customers.

Evaluation Objectives and Activities
For the 2010 evaluation, the Cadmus Team assessed program processes and identified
similarities and differences in the perspectives and assumptions of program staff, implementation
staff, and customers regarding program goals, design, and implementation. Evaluation tasks were
designed to achieve the following:
Explore statewide integration issues, such as coordination between program
administrators and vendors.
Assess the statewide marketing effort and the new and proposed vendor delivery
structure.
Recommend ways to standardize or streamline processes between program administrators
and vendors.
Understand why programs are over- or under-performing, with an emphasis on providing
recommendations to improve performance and coordination.
Examine areas of particular interest or concern, expressed by PA program managers
during the interview process, regarding other implementation aspects.
Review data tracking and provide recommendations for improvements, where
appropriate, to help document program impacts and inform future evaluation efforts.
Assess measure-level assumptions utilized by PAs and implementers to assess
consistency across the Commonwealth, and recommend changes to increase
standardization, where appropriate.
A summary of 2010 evaluation tasks for Mass Save is provided in Table 1.
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Table 1. Summary of 2010 Evaluation Tasks
Evaluation Task
Program Administrator Interviews
(n=10)
Program Vendor Interviews (n=5)
Program Contractor Interviews
(n=9)
Participant Surveys (n=1,200)
Nonparticipant Surveys (n=1,200)
Marketing Materials and
Statewide Website Review*
Data Management Review and
Measure Assumption Review

Details
Provide insight into program design and goals, areas for improvement, data concerns, and
coordination between PAs and vendors.
Provide insight into program delivery, coordination between PAs and vendors, and areas
for improvements.
Provide insight into program training and education opportunities, program contractor
knowledge of energy-efficiency measures, and motivation for participation.
Provide insight into participant satisfaction and program delivery.
Provide insight into nonparticipant program awareness and participation decisions.
Provides insight into marketing campaigns and effectiveness of the new statewide
approach.
Determine completeness of data collection and appropriateness of forms and data tracking
process. Provide insight into the appropriateness of standardizing measure assumptions
across PAs.

*Provided in a separate deliverable.

Summary of Findings and Recommendations
The evaluation revealed a number of ways the program is succeeding, as well as some
opportunities for improving processes and outcomes. The notable findings discovered during the
evaluation process are explained below.

Program Design and Administration Standardization
From this evaluation, it has become apparent the PAs have taken significant steps in 2010
towards statewide standardization. The evaluation also revealed—as expected—that some Mass
Save aspects have already become standardized, while other program aspects still vary between
PAs.
The Cadmus Team offers the following findings and recommendations regarding standardization
of the Mass Save program:
All PAs and vendors agree statewide communication, though time-consuming, helps
Mass Save conduct a more standardized program statewide. PAs and vendors report
coordination across all electric and gas utilities, resulting in an efficient system for
connecting customers to the program based on their heating fuel type.
All PAs appreciate and have used the Residential Conservation Services (RCS)
network statewide marketing effort. The PAs generally cited RCS Marketing when
referring to statewide marketing they either took advantage of or were involved with. We
recognize that there was also a Mass Save statewide marketing campaign at the same
time that could be responsible for some of the marketing mentioned by PAs.
Quality control is thorough. Currently, the majority of vendors conduct quality control
site visits on 100 percent of their jobs, and, with the new statewide quality control effort,
all report they expect this high quality control level to continue. We note, however, that
several outstanding programs around the country maintain QA/QC requirements by
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inspecting 100 percent of installations performed by new contractors or new staff from
existing contractors, while conducting only random on-site inspections for experienced
installers.
Although the current trainings offered to contractors by each vendor are wellorganized, contractors would welcome a stricter program certification process.
The $2,000 cap is sufficient. The majority of participants reported the $2,000 incentive
cap did not limit the number of measures installed, and some even reported it encouraged
them to install more measures than originally planned. Additionally, the majority of
stakeholders reported high satisfaction with the cap.
Stakeholders report adding air-sealing as a free measure increases program savings
and participation. Not only are more customers agreeing to have air-sealing done
(therefore, increasing program savings per home), but some stakeholders feel it also
encourages participants to install insulation.
Communication needs to be improved regarding what standardization means for
program delivery and program management for the Mass Save program. PAs are
confused about certain aspects of the standardization process, and they have concerns
about those persons shaping policy, whom they feel are too disconnected from the
program to make the appropriate decisions. The Home Energy Services (HES) working
group1 should consider development of a document detailing standardization goals,
expectations and timelines.
The addition of home performance (HP) contractors to the program’s audit portion
remains a subject of concern among PAs, vendors, and contractors. The greater
autonomy granted to HP contractors has program stakeholders concerned about quality
control, job distribution among contractors, data collection methodology, and customer
confusion.
o Recommendation: Due to concerns among all stakeholders, the potential
integration of HP contractors should occur slowly and in collaboration with PAs,
vendors, and program contractors. Clear protocols for and expectations regarding
program delivery by HP contractors should be developed and disseminated.
Different pricing structures across the state make jobs for some PAs more profitable
than others for program contractors. Nearly all the interviewed program contractors
working across PAs expressed concern about pricing differences, stating that different
pricing structures caused some PA jobs to be less cost-effective–and therefore less
attractive–than others. Contractors also noted that keeping track of the various pricing
structures was difficult and increased their administrative costs. Contractors often
suggested that standardizing measure prices and labor rates to the greatest extent possible
while still accounting for regional differences in the labor market and travel expenses
would be helpful and would reduce preferences for working for certain PAs. The Cadmus

1

With the recent merge of the RCS program and Gas Weatherization program, the RCS working group name has
been changed to the Home Energy Services (HES) working group.
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Team suggests the RCS working group revisit the current pricing structure with the intent
of mitigating current contractor preferences for working or not working with specific
PAs.
Communication between vendors and contractors is supportive and organized
throughout the delivery process.
Contractors do not understand how vendors allocate program work. Several vendors
mentioned that contractor performance factors into the decision-making process when
they assign jobs, though none would cite specifics. Similarly, most program contractors
guessed job assignments were based on merit, but they did not know this for sure, and
they were unaware of other factors that might affect work assignments, such as
seasonality. The Cadmus Team suggests vendors, with input from contractors, consider
establishing and disseminating explicit guidelines on how program work is assigned to
participating contractors. The guidelines should be equitable but also take contractors‘
performance into account.2 Vendors should also consider communicating with
contractors on a regular basis not just about these guidelines, but also regarding workload
projections, program changes, and updates to policies and procedures.
Disparate data collection tools and reporting requirements across PAs increase
administrative costs for vendors and contractors. Each vendor reported using different
data collection processes, including differences in how data are collected from customers,
the use of electronic versus paper systems, what systems are used to organize and track
data internally, how data are reported to the PAs, how audit recommendations are
presented to customers, and how program contractors are expected to report back to
vendors. The Cadmus Team suggests PAs consider developing a standardized electronic
audit data collection methodology to be used by all vendor staff and contractors
conducting audits.3
o Recommendation: Consider developing a standard set of tasks and
responsibilities assigned to contractors installing measures in a customer‘s home,
uniform across all PA territories. These would include how jobs are presented to
contractors, contractors‘ responsibilities, and reports and invoices contractors are
expected to submit to vendors upon completion of jobs.

Marketing and Participation Decisions
The nonparticipating customer segment presents a considerable opportunity for
program intervention. Only half of nonparticipants (49 percent) consider themselves
knowledgeable about energy-savings options, and just 38 percent report their homes are
at least somewhat energy-efficient.
According to participant and nonparticipant survey responses, the Internet does not
serve to inform large numbers of customers. Nonparticipants cite the Internet

2

3

Cadmus has been informed that a new merit-based allocation system has been developed and will be
communicated to contractors.
Cadmus has been informed since drafting this report that PAs have elected to develop and use one state-wide
Web-based or software-based audit data system.
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(MassSave.com, search engine searches, utility Websites, etc.) as the preferred source of
learning about saving energy (63 percent); however, only 17 percent were aware of the
MassSave.com Website. Further, only 12 percent of participating customers noted
learning about the program through an online venue (8 percent via an online
advertisement, and 4 percent by visiting MassSave.com).
Only 16 percent of nonparticipants are aware that cash incentives are offered by
their PAs or through Mass Save. This lack of awareness of existing program incentives
may contribute to a cost market barrier to program participation.

Market Barriers
Market barriers, as reported by stakeholders and participants, included rental market
participation, monetary challenges surrounding health and safety issues, and knob and tube
wiring removal.
The Cadmus Team offers the following conclusions and recommendations regarding market
barriers to the Mass Save program:
Despite a focus on greater penetration of the rental market in 2010, PAs and
vendors acknowledged limited progress has been made. Although some PAs have had
limited success in reaching landlord associations, the majority of rental units in
Massachusetts remain underserved by the Mass Save Program due to landlords‘
disinterest and reluctance to become involved. The rental market‘s lack of participation in
the program should be explored. The Cadmus Team suggests the PAs consider using
different marketing and delivery strategies and offering different incentives to tenants and
landlords.4
Health and safety issues as well as knob and tube wiring prevent participants from
installing measures, such as air-sealing and insulation installations.
o Recommendation: Explore opportunities to assist customers in addressing health
and safety issues, as well as knob and tube wiring removal, to further eliminate
barriers and improve participation rates. The Cadmus Team suggests expanding
the existing financing options to cover these critical pre-participation issues.

Program Data Tracking & Reporting
The findings and recommendations presented below are based on a review of the program
tracking data. The objective is to increase the efficiency of the evaluation and to ensure there is
a clear link between the tracking data and program reported impacts.
The data review and use of the data to support evaluation activities has been extremely timeconsuming, often requiring significant communications with the PAs via telephone and e-mail
for information about the data since documentation was rarely provided with the data. Key
findings from these efforts are below:

4

Cadmus was informed that a ―hard-to-reach charette‖ has been formed to better understand hard-to-reach
markets, and the evaluation team will engage with this group during 2011.
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Unique identification (ID) fields are not currently being used to link different data
sources and participation across programs. As a result, it is difficult to align values listed
in the PA Mass Save program datasets with other program datasets or external reference
documents (such as the Massachusetts Technical Reference Manual (TRM)).
The lack of a standardized measure naming convention makes it difficult to aggregate
and/or compare measure savings. The measure naming conventions vary greatly across
PAs because different program stakeholders require different levels of specificity.
o Recommendation:


Develop a standardized identification system for participants, premises,
projects, and measures. The consistent use of customer and premise
identification associated with the tracking record will allow tracking of
historic program activity and activity in other programs.



Ensure a minimum set of fields is collected and maintained for future
evaluation work (see Appendix H).



Maintain a data dictionary for all critical program datasets that includes
all field definitions, value definitions, and the sources of the data. The data
dictionaries should be provided as part of all data requests, allowing
evaluators (or any other third-party) to decode field names and data values
efficiently. The data dictionaries would also ensure internal knowledge of the
database is not lost in the event of critical personnel turnover.



Develop and employ a standardized measure naming convention. The
TRM could be used as the basis for standard names. This convention would
allow for improved evaluability and add transparency to the measure-tracking
process. The Cadmus Team specifically recommends a four-part measure
naming convention, which includes varying levels of detail for each program
stakeholder, denoting the measure‘s end-use, group, type, and detail. Such a
measure naming convention would clearly relate each measure in the program
tracking data to its TRM counterpart. Examples for several common program
measures are provided in Error! Not a valid bookmark self-reference..

Table 2. Examples of Potential Standardized Measure Naming Convention
End Use

5

Measure Group

Measure Type

Appliances
HVAC5
Lighting

Refrigerator
Insulation
CFL

Top Freezer Refrigerator
Attic Insulation
Screw-in CFL (20W)

Water Heating

Water Heater

Condensing Water Heater (EF 0.82)

Measure Detail
Frigidaire LGHT1837L
R-30 Unrestricted - Settled Cellulose
GE 75412 20-Watt CFL Spiral Reveal
Light Bulb, 75-Watt Equivalent
AO Smith GPHE-50 Vertex

Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning.
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Satisfaction and Program Improvements
Though program satisfaction generally is high among customers and program contractors, a few
marked findings should be addressed. Specifically, all PAs and vendors expressed a desire to see
the ratio of installed measures to audits increase. PAs and vendors reported that 20 percent to 70
percent of audits result in additional measures being installed, though all vendors consistently
reported that implementation rates were between 30 and 40 percent.
The Cadmus Team offers the following conclusions and recommendations regarding satisfaction
and program improvements for the Mass Save program:
The majority of customers reported high satisfaction with the program.
A minority of participants was unhappy with the audit process as well as the
information provided in the audit report. Of participants unhappy with the audit
report, the most common reasons were ―lack of recommendations‖ and ―not enough new
information provided.‖ Of customers dissatisfied with the program as a whole, the most
common reason given for a low satisfaction score (reported by 29 percent) was ―auditor
didn‘t care,‖ along with the perception that the auditor did not take time to explain his
processes and reasoning for making certain energy-efficient improvements. Further,
participants did not seem to fully understand the audit or the instant savings measures
(ISMs), with some participants reporting they wished an air-leak assessment had been
done, when it is part of a standard visit.
o Recommendation: Revisit customer service and follow-up strategies. Although
all vendors reported use of a rigorous follow-up procedure, and vendors ensure
customer support is readily available when customers call, additional customer
service in the form of outreach, regular check-ins, and follow-up phone calls
could improve participation and satisfaction.
Several suggestions were made by PAs and vendors to increase the ratio of incented
measures to number of audits by motivating vendor staff and program contractors.
This could be done by either offering auditors incentives based on implementation
percentages, or by further emphasizing turnkey approaches. Another suggestion offered
was to allow funding to cover removal of knob and tube wiring from homes, as this is an
expensive and common barrier prohibiting insulation installation.
o Recommendation: Consider offering incentives to auditors based on
implementation percentages or another participation goal designed to increase
follow-through participation.
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2. Introduction
Program Overview
The Mass Save program has been in place since the early 1980s, targets all non-low income
residential customers living in single-family houses or multifamily buildings with one to four
units.6 The program focuses on home energy audits of participating customers, regardless of
heating fuel. Through these audits, technicians identify opportunities for saving energy and offer
incentives through a variety of home improvements. All PAs, except one, noted they have been
involved with Mass Save since its inception; the exception joined the program in July 2001.
The program‘s primary goal is to achieve significant energy savings by promoting a whole-house
approach, offering education, incentives, and financing options for gas and electric measures. All
cost-effective, energy-saving improvements are targeted, including:
Building envelope measures;
HVAC/mechanical systems;
Water heating; and
Lighting and appliances.
Using the Mass Save hotline or by calling a PA‘s customer service line, customers are screened
for qualification and are directed to the correct program and services. These services are
provided over several visits (which can be combined, based on customer needs7):
Screening Visit. During the initial high-level audit, the technician installs various free
measures (e.g., compact fluorescence lights (CFLs), low-flow showerheads, and faucet
aerators), and encourages the customer to schedule a diagnostic visit.
Diagnostic Visit. The diagnostic visit includes a comprehensive audit (blower door test,
infrared scanning, and duct testing), and, when feasible, the technician installs—at no
cost to the customer—air-sealing, duct sealing, and programmable thermostats. Also during
the visit, the technician: (1) recommends specific energy-efficient upgrades requiring a
professional program contractor and a co-pay from the customer; and (2) provides
information regarding available, energy-efficiency, financial incentives offered through the
relevant PA.
Installation Visit. If the customer decides to install other energy-efficient measures and
upgrades, program contractors conduct the specified work in one or several visits,
depending on the customer‘s needs.

6

7

It should be noted that the program has commonly been referred to as the Mass Save program for years;
therefore, PAs, vendors, contractors, and participants are most familiar with the term over the program‘s proper
name. However, Mass Save is the overarching brand used for the umbrella marketing efforts for Massachusetts‘
efficiency programs. Though the program uses the RCS program label to help distinguish it from the
overarching Mass Save brand and the marketing of all Massachusetts programs, in this report, we use the terms
RCS and Mass Save synonymously.
This multi-step audit model was used in 2010, however it should be noted that in May 2011 the program
reverted back to the single audit model.
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Quality Assurance Visit. Currently, the quality assurance component of this process is
conducted via one site visit and, in some cases, a phone survey, postcard, or e-mail
follow-up to ensure all measures have been installed properly.
Customers are targeted through multiple marketing channels. Bill inserts, mass media, earned
media8, and community outreach are leveraged to solicit customers‘ participation. Additionally,
early in 2010, a state-wide Website (www.masssave.com) began supporting all PAs with
marketing of efficiency offerings, streamlining the residential program.
In recent years, PAs have put significant effort into standardizing the program across
Massachusetts and to implement Mass Save so customers can easily access all PA efficiency
offers, thereby experiencing ―one program‖ as opposed to multiple offerings. This has been done
through the bi-weekly Residential Management Committee (RMC) meetings, monthly meetings
with PAs, vendors, representatives from Department of Energy Resources (DOER), and
representatives from Energy Efficiency Advisory Council (EEAC), in addition to monthly
meetings just for PAs as well as constant communications between individual PAs and their
respective vendors via e-mail, phone calls, and additional meetings. Figure 1provides an
overview of how several of these program stakeholders interact and relate to each other. As
evident in the figure, the PAs collectively form the RCS Working Group, and work with four
different Mass Save vendors.
Figure 1. Mass Save Program Structure

Evaluation Activities and Objectives
Process evaluations emphasize documenting as well as analyzing how programs work in practice
to identify and understand important influences on its operations and achievements.
In conducting this process evaluation, various methods were used to capture information,
representing various sources and perspectives. Table 3 summarizes 2010 evaluation tasks. Indepth process interviews were conducted with eight PAs (10 total interviews), their five
respective vendors, and nine program contractors. The number of completed interviews for each

8

Unplanned and unsolicited media attention and advertising at no cost to the PA, such as a news story.
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task may differ from the evaluation plan due to limited numbers of PAs, vendors, and program
contractors. The numbers of interviews included in the evaluation plan were submitted to ensure
each group of stakeholders were thoroughly involved, while exploring the program‘s process
aspects. However, once interviews were completed, the numbers of stakeholders involved at the
PA and vendor levels were much smaller than anticipated, therefore resulting in fewer
interviews.
Table 3. Summary of 2010 Evaluation Tasks
Evaluation Plan

Completed
Evaluation Task

Program Designer and
Manager Interviews (n=15 - 20)
Program Marketer Interviews
(n= 5 - 10)
Program Vendor Interviews
(n=15 - 20)
Program Contractor Interviews
(n= 5 - 10)

Program
Administrator
Interviews
(n=10)
Program Vendor
Interviews (n=5)
Program Contractor
Interviews (n=9)

Participant Surveys (n=1,200)

Participant Surveys
(n=1,202)
Nonparticipant
Surveys (n=1,190)
Marketing Materials
and Statewide
Website Review9
Data Management
Review and
Measure
Assumption Review

Nonparticipant Surveys
(n=1,200)
Marketing Materials and
Statewide Website Review
Data Management Review and
Measure Assumption Review

9

Details
Provides insight into program design and goals, areas for
improvement, data concerns, and coordination between PAs and
vendors.
Provides insight into program delivery, coordination between PAs and
vendors, and areas for improvements.
Provides insight into program training and education opportunities,
program contractor knowledge of energy-efficiency measures, and
motivation for participation.
Provides insight into participant satisfaction and program delivery.
Provides insight into nonparticipant program awareness and
participation decisions.
Provides insight into marketing campaigns and effectiveness of the
new statewide approach.
Determines completeness of data collection, appropriateness of
forms, and data tracking process. Provides insight into the
appropriateness of standardizing measure assumptions across PAs.

Additional details also provided in a separate deliverable.
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3. Methodology
As noted above, evaluation of the Mass Save program included interviews with PAs, vendor
staff, and contractors; participant surveys; a nonparticipant panel; and a measure assumption
review. The order of the Cadmus Team‘s evaluation efforts largely followed the program
structure. Interviews began with PA program managers, followed by interviews with vendors,
and then contractors. This top-down, sequential approach allowed the Cadmus Team to quickly
become familiar with the Mass Save program, as well as to investigate assumptions made by PAs
about the program with the stakeholders in the field implementing the program.
Information obtained from the PA, vendor, and contractor interviews was used to inform the
participant and nonparticipant survey instruments. Once fielded, the information from the
surveys was compared to data gathered during the interview process. Collectively, these
evaluation tasks allowed the Cadmus Team to develop findings and offer recommendations for
program improvement. This process and detailed information about each evaluation task is
shown graphically in Figure 2.
Figure 2. Evaluation Methodology

Program Administrator Interviews
The Cadmus Team conducted in-depth interviews with program staff to address the following
research areas:
Program design, delivery, and administration;
Quality control;
Impact of American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) of 2009;
Participation data; and
Standardization impacts.
In July 2010, this discussion began with introductory interviews, aimed at familiarizing the
Cadmus Team with the Mass Save program, and continued with more process-focused
interviews with the lead program manager from each PA as well as additional staff members
relevant to the evaluation issues discussed. Appendix A includes a complete PA interview guide.

Program Vendor Interviews
While PAs work with a vendor to implement the Mass Save Program, some vendors work with
more than one PA. Vendors are directly responsible for walking the customer through the Mass
Save program, including:
Setting up and conducting audits;
Providing an audit report and contract for installing rebated measures;
Assigning a contractor to install rebated measures;
Conducting a quality control inspection; and
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Answering customers‘ questions.
The Cadmus Team conducted in-depth interviews with vendor program staff to capture vendors‘
viewpoints on topics discussed with the PA staff as well as the following, additional research
areas:
Coordination and communication with program contractors;
Divisions of responsibility between vendors and program contractors;
Program integration with other PA energy-efficiency programs; and
Training requirements of vendor staff and subcontractors.
During PA interviews, each PA provided relevant contact information for their vendor contacts
to the Cadmus Team to assist in this interview process. The Cadmus Team completed in-depth
interviews with all contacts provided, resulting in five complete interviews covering the four
vendors involved with the Mass Save Program. Appendix B includes a complete vendor
interview guide.

Program Contractor Interviews
After completing the audit process, each implementer works with a team of local contractors to
complete installation of program-rebated measures. As these contractors are responsible for
coordinating with vendors, proper installation of rebated measures as well as interfacing with
customers, their perspective proved valuable for this process evaluation. The Cadmus Team
conducted in-depth interviews with program contractors to capture contractor‘s viewpoints on
the topics discussed with the PA and vendor staff as well as the following additional research
areas:
Staffing levels;
Workload balance techniques used to handle program demand.
Each vendor provided one or more of their program contractor contacts to assist in this interview
process. The Cadmus Team completed in-depth interviews with nine of the contacts provided,
resulting in full coverage of the seven PA territories involved with the Mass Save program. Most
program contractors interviewed worked for the program in more than one PA territory, resulting
in more completes for each PA/vendor team. Appendix C includes a complete program
contractor interview guide.

Program Participant Surveys
The participant survey objectives were to assess the following:
Program awareness;
Sources of program information;
Reasons for participating;
Satisfaction with the program;
Feedback on caps and incentives;
Awareness and interest in energy efficiency; and
The Cadmus Group Inc. / Energy Services
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Demographic and household characteristics for use in future billing analysis.
In total, the Cadmus Team conducted surveys with 1,202 participants in four of the five electric
PA Mass Save programs. For PY1, evaluations were limited to the electric programs, as gas
weatherization programs had not been fully integrated into the Mass Save Program.
The Cadmus team surveyed two types of participants for the evaluation, shown in Table 4.
Participant Population Types by PA
PA

Audit Only Participants
Total Participants

n

%

Rebated Participants
n

%

National Grid

8,634

5,688

66%

2,946

34%

NSTAR

5,435

3,024

56%

2,411

44%

Cape Light
Compact
WMECO

2,073

1,305

63%

768

37%

103

50

49%

53

51%

135

41

30%

94

70%

Unitil

1. Audit-only participants: received an audit and likely ISMs but did not install any rebated
program measures.
2. Rebated participants: followed through on audit recommendations and installed rebated
measures.
Table 4. Participant Population Types by PA
Audit Only Participants
PA
National Grid

Total Participants

n

%

Rebated Participants
n

%

8,634

5,688

66%

2,946

34%

NSTAR

5,435

3,024

56%

2,411

44%

Cape Light
Compact
WMECO

2,073

1,305

63%

768

37%

103

50

49%

53

51%

135

41

30%

94

70%

Unitil

As evident in Table 5, the surveyed population represents 8.6 percent of total 2010 program
participation at the time the survey effort was launched. An explanation of the sampling
methodology and the weighting approach applied to the survey results is provided in
Appendix D.
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Table 5. Participants Surveys by PA
PA*
National Grid
NSTAR
Cape Light Compact
WMECO

Last Date of
Participation in
Sample

Completed
Surveys

Percent of
Completed
Surveys

Percent of Total
Participants
Surveyed

Total Sample

July 31, 2010

637

53.0%

7,496

8.5%

August 16, 2010

437

36.4%

5,386

8.1%

June 30, 2010

112

9.3%

998

11.2%

September 16, 2010

16

1.3%

86

18.6%

1,202

100%

13,966

8.6%

Total

The Unitil program data only contained 16 participants with contact information, and, although efforts were made to
reach these participants, none completed the survey.

As evident in Table 6, audit-only participants represented approximately two-thirds of the
completed surveys – a percentage that closely matches the split observed for the program overall.
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Table 6. Participants Surveys Types by PA
Audit Only Participants
PA
National Grid

n
Completed Surveys
Total Sample

NSTAR

Completed Surveys
Total Sample

%

Rebated Participants
n

%

443

70%

194

30%

5,157

69%

2,339

31%

258

59%

179

41%

2,987

55%

2,399

45%

99

88%

13

12%

768

77%

230

23%

Cape Light
Compact

Completed Surveys

WMECO

Completed Surveys

11

69%

5

31%

Total Sample

39

45%

47

55%

811

67%

391

33%

8,951

64%

5,015

36%

Total

Total Sample

Completed Surveys
Total Sample

Select participant survey findings are included where appropriate in the evaluation results
section. However, a full set of participant survey frequencies are provided in a separate
document. The full participant survey is provided in Appendix E.

Nonparticipant Panel
A separate cross-program, nonparticipant survey was conducted as part of the evaluation of all
Residential Retrofit and Low Income programs. The Cadmus Team developed a longitudinal
approach to surveying program participants and nonparticipants. Over the course of the multiyear evaluation we will:
Identify customers participating in multiple programs over the three-year period;
Follow new occupants in participating premises; and
Obtain data required for tracking measure and education persistence.
Because the nonparticipant survey addressed all programs that were part of the Massachusetts
2010 Residential Retrofit and Low-Income Evaluation (including the Multifamily Potential
Study, Low-Income Program, Deep Energy Retrofit, Brushless Fan Motors, and Mass Save), the
survey covered a broad range of topics, relevant to each program‘s evaluation, in addition to
program-specific questions. The nonparticipant survey objectives included assessing:
Program awareness;
Sources of program information;
Reasons for not participating;
Awareness and interest in energy efficiency; and
Demographic and household characteristics for future use in billing analysis.

Measure Assumption Review
As part of the Mass Save measure assumption review, the Cadmus Team collected and reviewed
2010 program data for each PA. There were several objectives of this review, including:
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Assess the extent to which specific key measure assumptions (e.g., energy savings,
incentive level, effective useful life, etc.) were similar across PAs.
Ensure all necessary data will be available to inform current and future impact evaluation
efforts.
The Cadmus Team began this review by issuing a general data request in May 2010 for ―data by
fuel, sector, program, building type, end use, participant, measure type, efficiency level… [at]
the most granular level available across all residential and low income programs,‖ as well as
requests for historic program data, each PA‘s residential customer information system (CIS), and
energy consumption records. A copy of our original data request is provided in Appendix F; this
request was deliberately open-ended for the following reasons:
As the first year of a three-year evaluation, the Cadmus Team wanted to become familiar
with the breadth of data currently gathered and not limit the scope of the data review by
only requesting specific data fields.
The Cadmus Team requested all data at the ―most granular level‖ rather than specific
data fields, in order to minimize the administrative burden of the request and prevent PAs
from needing to write queries to extract specific data fields from the larger program
database.
Deliberately open-ended data requests risk the uncertainty of knowing the exact data to be
delivered, and the possibility of receiving insufficient data. For instance, the PA may believe
they are delivering all data fields necessary for the data review, but they may have overlooked
several key fields required for robust evaluation.
Once provided, we reviewed the contents of each PA‘s Mass Save program data to assess what
information was included. After data from all PAs were reviewed, the Cadmus Team compared
the data to identify commonalities and inconsistencies across PAs.
In our data content review, we also looked at the reported energy savings in the datasets. Where
there were claimed savings, we grouped the measures together to determine whether deemed
savings were used or if the measure was custom-based with variable savings estimates. For
variable savings estimates, we examined an additional set of fields to identify whether the
savings calculations could be replicated based on the provided tracking data. Finally, we checked
the reported values for consistency across the PAs.
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4. Findings
Evaluation results have been organized topically with responses from PAs, vendors, contractors,
and participants reported together or in subsets, as appropriate. We include all perspectives,
when appropriate, in the following sections:
Program Design and Administration
Program Delivery
Standardization and Program Improvements
Additional Findings
Marketing and Participation Decisions
Incentives and Funding
Data Collection and Management
Program Satisfaction
Findings and Recommendations

Program Design and Administration
As reported by all PAs, the program‘s overall objective has been to achieve the greatest energy
savings possible through incentivized installation of energy-efficient upgrades in customers‘
homes. The PAs employing a vendor to help implement the program reported having used the
same firms for many years. At times, this report refers to these PA and vendor partnerships as
PA/vendor teams. One PA does not use a vendor and implements the program itself. All thirdparty vendor firms, as well as the PA implementing the program itself, have used the same
general implementation method for the past 10 to 20 years. Through the interview process, we
found some program details handled similarly across all PAs and vendors, while other aspects
have been handled very differently.

Communication and Coordination
Historically, PAs and vendors regularly have coordinated across the state regarding the Mass
Save program. Monthly statewide meetings for PAs and vendors have been held for years, as
have more frequent informal meetings and communications between PAs and their respective
vendors, and between vendors and contractors.
Implementation of the 2008 Massachusetts Green Communities Act10 created an even greater
push for further standardizing the Mass Save program‘s design, delivery, pricing, quality control,
marketing, incentives, customer communication, and program information. The Act called for
utilities to increase investment in energy efficiency measures and programming as well as design
and implement a three-year energy efficiency plan for gas and electric.11
As PAs and vendors have continued to work toward standardization, communication levels have
improved. Program changes have meant standard monthly meetings have been scheduled more
10
11

http://www.malegislature.gov/Laws/SessionLaws/Acts/2008/Chapter169
http://www.clf.org/our-work/clean-energy-climate-change/energy-efficiency/green-communities-act-ma/
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often, biweekly and sometimes weekly, in addition to bimonthly RMC meetings. The bimonthly
meetings include two types of meetings: one which includes representatives from DOER, each
PA/vendor team, and EEAC consultants, and one where only the PAs meet. In addition to these
meetings, PAs have had individual contacts with each other and their vendors through a constant
flow of informal communication, via e-mail or phone calls, on a weekly or daily basis. Vendors,
having communicated on a regular basis with program contractors, now have to ensure program
contractors receive new information on program policies and procedures as the program shifts.
The key findings relating to Mass Save communication and coordination include:
Contractors report they communicate (primarily through e-mail) daily with their vendors,
with sometimes up to five e-mails exchanged per day. Contractors and vendors also
schedule regular meetings to discuss program-oriented questions, changes, or concerns.
All contractors agreed vendor communications pertaining to program policies and
procedures are thorough, clear, and timely. However, communication and transparency in
other areas between vendors and contractors could be further improved. For example, as
discussed later in the findings, most contractors do not have a clear understanding of how
work has been distributed, and, if a merit system is used, how that system operates.
Communication with the customers is all handled by the vendors, save scheduling the
actual installation visits which is sometimes done by the contractor. All vendors have a
call center with customer service representatives to answer customers‘ questions
regarding the Mass Save program. Vendors and contractors noted having vendor
representatives available as a constant point of contact throughout the process proves
very valuable, as customers always know who to call when they have questions. This
simplifies and streamlines the process for customers, vendors, and contractors.
For the majority of the PA/vendor teams, vendors have the responsibility to recruit, train,
and coordinate with program contractors to ensure measures are installed according to
program policy. In two cases, the PA handles these responsibilities. Each vendor we
spoke with coordinates differently with program contractors, depending on the PA‘s
territory, population, and the vendor company‘s size. Due to this variation in vendors‘
program demands, each vendor hires and uses different numbers of program contractors.
In some instances, vendors indicated some program contractors are used more than
others. For example, one vendor reported only using three to five program contractors
regularly out of 16 available. In other instances, vendors indicated they do not prioritize
one contractor over any others, explaining any contractor willing to work for the set
pricing, sign an agreement on standards and insurance policies, and attend necessary
training was given the opportunity to work with the Mass Save program. One vendor
reported using up to 50 program contractors.
While the average contractor reported having worked with the Mass Save program for
five years, some have been affiliated with the program for as many as 15 years. Most
program contractors reported working with two to six different PA/vendor teams, and
reported communication and procedure differences between PA/vendor teams. Many
contractors expressed a desire for standardization to address these differences.
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Program Delivery
Figure 3 illustrates the general program process a customer experiences as part of the Mass Save
program as explained to the Cadmus Team by the PAs, vendors, and contractors interviewed.
There are a few variations in the process dependent on PA/vendor team. Any areas where the
evaluation process did not provide clarity are explained below in the Figure 3 legend.
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Figure 3. Program Delivery Process Flow
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Intake Process
All PAs, implementation vendors, and contractors describe similar intake processes for potential
participants.
The process commonly starts with customers calling their PA or statewide 800 number, which is
advertised for all residential Mass Save programs. Customers‘ calls are directed to a PA‘s call
center or straight to the vendor call center.
During the initial call, the customer is asked a series of prescreening questions, which vary
depending on the PA. Common prescreening includes verifying the caller is a PA customer, and
determining their heating fuel type and income level. If a customer calls a vendor call center and
uses a heating fuel issued by a PA not contracted with that vendor, they are transferred to the
appropriate PA or given the appropriate number to call to continue with the process. If the
customer is income qualified, they are sent to the appropriate Community Action Program (CAP)
agency, which implements the income-eligible program on behalf of PAs, to continue the
program. If the customer is not transferred, further questions are asked regarding:
Age of the home;
Type of property (single-family or multifamily);
Homeowner or tenant;
Number of occupants;
Presence of lead, asbestos, or other hazardous material in the home;
Past program participation; and
Customers‘ program-specific interests.
More rigorous screening, conducted by a minority of utilities, include questions regarding
budgeting to determine amounts customers are prepared to spend on weatherization upgrades.
If the customer‘s home is determined eligible, an audit is either scheduled with the customer at
that time or in a follow-up phone call from the vendor. One PA suggested the first appointment
should always be made with the customer during the initial intake phone call. The time required
for a customer to receive an audit, after scheduling, varies from a few days to four weeks, and,
during very busy times, up to six weeks. This timeframe variation depends on the PA, vendors,
and seasonal participation levels. One vendor reported audit scheduling is prioritized by age of
home and territory, while others schedule audits depending on time of contact.

Audit Process
A home‘s heating fuel type proves to be the deciding factor for PAs assigning vendor audits,
claiming energy savings, and paying incentives to customers. If a customer‘s primary heating
fuel type is gas, the customer participates through their local gas PA. All other heating types
(electric, oil, propane or kerosene) are assigned to the electric PA. PAs coordinate to ensure all
electric and gas measures are available to each customer, regardless of the vendor conducting the
audit—which PAs call ―piggy backing.‖ Since the company providing the ―piggy back‖
measures can claim the benefit of those particular measures, they pay the PA conducting the
audit and coordinating the measure installation a ―piggy back fee.‖ All PAs reported the goal is
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for each customer to be offered the same measures, services, and program information,
regardless of heating fuel type.
During the audit, an auditor conducts a comprehensive assessment of a home to identify all
possible energy-efficiency upgrades. Most vendors‘ auditors conduct an initial audit where ISMs
are installed for free. PAs and vendors reported these measures include:
CFLs
Faucet aerators
Low-flow showerheads
Programmable thermostats
Most vendors conduct a second audit after the initial visit, called a diagnostic visit. During this
audit, blower door and other pressure testing is conducted. Up to eight hours of air-sealing is
installed for free during this visit by vendors, although, in some situations, vendors return to
install air-sealing during a third visit. Some vendors also contract a portion of their air-sealing
work; these assigned work orders can be installed by a contractor during a following visit.

Measure Installation
Once a customer signs a contracted scope of work, in most cases, they are assigned a contractor
by the vendor. Some vendors do all scheduling calls themselves, while others allow contractors
to set up installation appointments. While most implementation vendors assign a contractor to
each customer, some allow customers to choose their own contractor, provided the contractor
participates with the respective vendor. In such cases, the customer informs the vendor who their
preferred contractor is, and the vendor assigns work respectively. Our key findings around
measure installation include:
All vendors track and follow-up with customers who complete the audit process but have
not installed recommended measures. Vendors contact customers via phone or mail,
typically four to six weeks after the completed audit, if they still have not received a
signed contract from the customer. The most common reason vendors offered regarding
why customers are unable to install program-rebated measures was budget. Often, a
customer proves not ready to sign a contracted scope of work right after the audit,
needing to speak to their spouse or review their finances. These follow-ups help
participants who may have not been ready to sign a contract, but, having since decided to
participate, are unsure of the next step.
Vendors reported other non-monetary issues preventing program-rebated work include a
customer being unable or unwilling to perform the additional housework sometimes
required before air-sealing can occur or insulation can be added. For example, a cluttered
attic or basement must be cleaned before a contractor can perform the work. Also, if a
house had moisture issues or a heating and cooling system with ―spillage‖ (where carbon
dioxide is leaking into the house), it would be unsafe to seal the house until the problem
was resolved. In such cases, customers can send in the signed contract or, in some cases,
call the vendor when they were ready to move forward.
Contractors reported the majority of measures recommended by the auditors are
appropriate to homes. In most cases, the scope of work has already been decided between
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vendors and customers as to recommendations the customer was ready to install, and the
work order has been presented to the contractor before work begins. Any needed work
order changes are usually sufficiently minor that contractors can call their vendor‘s office
and resolve it by phone. If the vendor gives permission to the change, the work order is
updated, and additional measures are installed while the contractor is on site.
Occasionally, vendors want to send auditors back to homes to review identified issues
before changing work orders.
Only one contractor expressed significant concern with auditor recommendations: the
issue is regarding a specific vendor, who the contractor believed regularly ignores airsealing requirements before installing insulation. To ensure high-quality work, the
contractor is forced to seal the home himself as prep for insulation. In this case, as airsealing is not an official recommendation made by the vendor, the contractor cannot
invoice for labor involved to install air-sealing.
Once all of the work is completed in the home the customer is responsible to pay the net
installation cost after the 75 percent rebate. The entity who receives payment directly
from the customer is not standardized. One of the PAs claimed the customer pays their
vendor, while one vendor reported the customer pays the contractor directly.

Quality Control
Once jobs are complete, the majority of vendors conduct 100 percent, on-site, quality control
inspections for all program participants. Two vendors send supervisors to job sites while
contractors are installing measures, ensuring any mistakes can be addressed without a call back
which would inconvenience both contractor and customers. Only one PA does not inspect 100
percent of program jobs, reporting only larger jobs are chosen for quality control inspection, as
these are the most important jobs to be done properly and tended to produce the most savings.
If an issue is discovered during the post-audit quality control visit, the program contractor doing
the work is contacted and required to fix the problem. Often, quality control visits are scheduled
when contractors can be present to ensure all parties understand further steps required. Follow-up
phone calls and postcards to customers are used by most vendors to gauge customer satisfaction
with the program and identify installation process issues.
In the future, a third-party firm will be conducting quality control visits throughout the state. As
not all homes will be covered, vendors and PAs are unsure of the actual number of quality
control visits this third-party company will conduct. Most PAs and vendors plan to coordinate
with this statewide effort to ensure quality control inspections continue to be conducted on 100
percent of homes. One vendor is in the process of creating a position for a post-install quality
inspector. Another contractor noted an additional inspection avenue:
“The town inspector comes to check my work after I am complete. He knows to come
check my work once my [work] permit is issued.”
Furthermore, one contractor reported having an internal quality control procedure, independent
of the vendor, which includes using infrared cameras and other probes to identify errors before
leaving the job site.
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Three-to-Five Visit Audit Model
The 2010–2012 Massachusetts Joint Statewide Three-Year Electric Energy Efficiency Plan (the
three-year plan) describes three to five visits per customer, including:
A screening audit,
A diagnostic audit; and
One or more visits to install weatherization measures.
However, the number of visits a customer receives and actions taken during each visit vary by
PA. Roughly half of vendors follow the audit procedure outlined in the three-year plan, starting
with a screening visit. This visit consists of the auditor:
Installing free CFLs in all available sockets, showerheads, and faucet aerators;
Discussing customers‘ concerns and goals; and
Assessing homes for barriers, such as safety and health conditions that might make
installation of air-sealing or other measures hazardous (e.g., water damage, lead,
asbestos, or spillage).
If no barriers to customer participation emerge at the end of the first visit, the auditor facilitates
signing up the customer for a second audit, if they choose to proceed with the program. Second
visits (i.e., audits) include:
Diagnostic testing, designed to include a blower door test;
Insulation measurements;
Appliance testing;
Combustion appliance zone (CAZ) testing;
Infrared camera readings;
Combustion efficiency testing; and
Free programmable thermostat installation.
The remaining free measure offered customers during the audit process is air-sealing which can
be handled several ways. This ISM, which is ultimately the vendors‘ responsibility, is usually
installed by the auditor during a second or third visit. Occasionally, air-sealing is installed by the
program contractor at the beginning of a third visit, in conjunction with insulation installation. At
the end of the diagnostic visit, the customer is provided with an audit report and a contract,
consisting of a list of recommended measures, customer costs, and proposed savings associated
with measure installation12. Auditors review these in detail with the customer at the end of the
diagnostic visit.
If the customer moves forward with weatherization measure installation, either by signing the
contract then or returning a signed contract to the vendor later, vendors then contact customers to
schedule further appointments for completing the work.

12

One PAs reported an algorithm is used that relies on property specific information to calculate savings. A
vendor and another PAs also noted the participant‘s billing data is also used to estimate measures savings.
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Audit Process Variations
Figure 4. Comparison of Audit Models

Number of Audits
The audit process only recently split into a two-visit model; however all vendors agreed the audit
process can be completed in one step with adequate attention paid to time commitments required
to perform needed technical assessments in one day.13 Two vendors estimated that completing
the audits in one step would take three to four hours. Though the multiple visit model acts as a
cost-control measure, some PAs and vendors felt it is inconvenient for the customer, and can
negatively impact implementation rates as multiple visits to the home may increase customer
dropout rates. Several PAs mentioned the audit process could feel lengthy, given multiple visits
to a home, and suggested tightening turnaround times between first visits and presentation of the
audit report and contract. One vendor noted the one-audit process was not as incrementally
expensive as it appears, considering the added logistics of multiple visits.
A third audit option, referred to as the "Special Home Visit," is not frequent but is used in
emergency heating situations for the HEAT Loan Program and when customers are only
interested in refrigerator rebates.
Several PA/vendor teams do not follow audit guidelines as strictly established in the three-year
plan, and combine visits for the aforementioned reasons. To minimize customer inconvenience
and maximize available staff, these vendors combine screening and diagnostic visits when
possible, providing what they called a ―comprehensive visit.‖ Figure 4 illustrates differences in
structures and numbers of visits for the two types of audit processes. In some cases, to complete
a ―comprehensive visit,‖ two auditors are sent to the house; one performs the tasks typically
associated with a screening visit (i.e., installing CFLs, showerheads, aerators, and checking for

13

Cadmus has been informed that PAs will be switching to a one visit audit model in the new program design for
2011.
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safety concerns and other barriers), while the second auditor conducts diagnostic tests. In some
cases, this process is streamlined further and air-sealing is performed (and often finished during
an additional visit). In this situation, where customers are offered a one-visit option, a more indepth phone screening is conducted to ensure houses are eligible and ready for air-sealing and
insulation installation before auditors arrive.
According to participants surveyed who installed rebated measures, this comprehensive audit
was used extensively. As shown in Figure 5, the majority of participants (51 percent) received
one visit from an auditor; 31 percent had two visits, and only 18 percent had three or more visits.
Figure 5. Number of In-Home Visits Received by Participants (Rebated Participants Only)
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A very high percentage of respondents who did not receive a second visit (83 percent) reported
auditors did not recommend a second visit. A segment of this 83 percent could have received a
comprehensive first visit, where the auditor would deem it unnecessary to conduct a second visit.
Data show a portion of the 83 percent claiming their auditor did not recommend a second audit
continued to have incentivized measures installed, indicating they either did not remember
receiving a second audit, or they did not need one. Figure 6 illustrates participants‘ rationales for
not following through with a second audit, despite this being recommended by the auditor.
Figure 6. Reasons Participants Chose Not to Schedule a Recommended Second Audit Visit

Instant Savings Measures
While all PAs reported audits, ISM installations, and air-sealing are tasks all done by vendors,
interviews with vendors and contractors revealed otherwise. One vendor reported they used their
own staff as well as three independent auditors to conduct audits. Some contractors reported
infrequently being asked to conduct both audits and air-sealing installation, while another
program contractor reported doing air-sealing for every job, along with insulation. One program
contractor, a licensed electrician, reported being requested to install programmable thermostats
on a regular basis, a free measure designed to be offered during the audit process.
Participants reported not having received all ISMs per program procedure. A majority of
participants (89 percent) reported receiving free products from the auditor. While 90 percent of
those participants reported auditors installed CFLs in their homes, only 9 to 16 percent of
respondents reported auditors installed any other available measures, such as faucet aerators,
low-flow showerheads and programmable thermostats. Responses for sealing heating/cooling
ducts and air leaks were also low, at 10 and 21 percent, respectively. Figure 7 also illustrates the
utilities‘ tracking data of which measures were reportedly installed in participant homes. The
tracking data is consistently lower than the survey responses. It seems either survey respondents
are overestimating the installation of ISMs or the PA‘s databases are not sufficiently tracking the
installation of these measures.
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Figure 7. Free Measures Installed by Auditor (Audit-only and Rebated Participants)

Of participants who reported receiving the free measures, auditors appeared to follow the
program procedure, as show in Figure 8. Participants reported CFLs, faucet aerators, and lowflow showerheads were more commonly installed by the auditor on the first visit (73 to 81
percent), and heating and cooling duct sealing and air leak sealing occurred most commonly on
second visits (72 to 77 percent). Programmable thermostats were installed on either visit (51 and
43 percent, respectively).
Figure 8. Free Measures by Visit (Audit-only and Rebated Participants)

Home Performance Contractor Pilots
Three PAs, in addition to continued use of program contractors, launched a pilot program that
introduced HP contractors to the program. These contractors ―own‖ the customer relationship
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from the initial contact. Many interviewed contractors expressed excitement about their
involvement with the pilot and being able to interact with customers from the outset. Figure 9
illustrates differences in the numbers of responsibilities involved for each contractor type in the
Mass Save program, depending on whether they participated as a program contractor or a Home
Performance contractor. As part of the pilot, contractors do their own marketing and schedule
their own audits. After providing vendors with interested customers‘ information to confirm
eligibility, the contractor proceeds with both the audit and installation process.
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Figure 9. Difference in Responsibilities for Mass Save Contractors

Audit Reporting
While a statewide standard audit report system has not been established for presenting audit
findings to customers, several PAs felt vendors should be provided with standardized audit
expectations.
The majority of participants reported receiving an audit report following the audit process. As
shown in Figure 10, a higher percentage of respondents reported receiving an audit report after
the first visit (79 percent) than after the second visit (57 percent). Eight percent of respondents
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were unaware of receiving a report for either visit. Program procedures, as reported by vendors,
dictate customers should receive an audit report after the second, (diagnostic) visit. This
discrepancy between participants‘ reports and program protocols could be due to multiple
factors. As reported in Figure 5, 51 percent of the participants surveyed reported having only one
visit. Given the multiple visit audit model is relatively new, and the number of PAs who reported
using the comprehensive visit approach, this number is not unreasonable. As these participants
went on to have program-rebated measures installed, one can assume these participants had a
comprehensive visit (i.e., when all audit procedures were conducted in one visit), and therefore
should have, in fact, received their audit report after that first (and in these cases only) visit.
Figure 10. Received Audit Report (Audit-only and Rebated Participants)

A majority of participants reported audit reports were very useful, as shown in Figure 11.
Seventy-four percent of participants ranked the report‘s usefulness at a 7 or higher on a
usefulness scale of 0 to 10; only 6 percent rated the usefulness as 4 or below, with the most
commonly mentioned reasons being ―lack of recommendations‖ or ―not enough new information
provided.‖ It was not possible to determine whether these customers had participated in the Mass
Save program at an earlier time.
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Figure 11. Audit Report Rated on Usefulness (Audit-only and Rebated Participants)

Results from the 2010 Audit Report Focus Groups, detailed in Appendix G, were held to discuss
a prototype standard audit report. While conducting the focus groups, the Cadmus Team
recognized there were two specific types of participants: those who took action; and those who
did not take action. Through interactions with customers, it became clear those taking action
were motivated by opportunities to save money and lower utility bills. These customers were
ready to invest their time and money, willing to follow through with the program steps, and able
to overcome potential barriers arising during the program process. Customers who did not take
action were daunted by program barriers, such as high upfront costs and time commitments, and
did not fully understanding how the program process works or benefits associated with it.
The prototype included 12 sections:
Front page
Home information
Summary of annual consumption
Summary of recommendations
Potential implementation issues
Energy-efficiency opportunities
Other tips to help save energy and money
Financing options and tax credits
Home energy-efficiency roadmap
Milestones: opportunities for greater efficiency
Learning and doing more
Glossary of terms
Customers responded very positively to the prototype report, noting prior reports were very
limited and failed to provide details customers deem necessary (i.e., program and financing
resources, next steps, and contractor information).
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All customers were asked to rank the top three most important sections from the 12 listed above.
Focus group participants categorized as those who took action ranked the three most important
sections of the audit report as:
The summary of recommendations
Energy-efficiency opportunities
Home information
Participants categorized by not taking action ranked the three most important sections of the
audit reports as:
The annual consumption
Potential issues
Other energy saving tips
Those taking action were drawn to report sections oriented towards action; those who did not
take action were drawn to sections providing more information and noting barriers.
Independently of how customers were categorized, the general consensus was a hardcopy of the
audit report, delivered at the time of the audit, was preferential, followed with an electronic copy
provided as a backup.

Standardization and Program Improvements
Recognizing the benefits of offering a consistent product to customers statewide, PAs and
vendors have communicated and worked closely with one another for years to informally
maintain consistency for the Mass Save program across all PA territories. The recent push for
more formal standardization due to the Green Communities Act is fully supported by all PAs and
vendors; however, such an effort takes time to implement. Because of historical efforts to offer a
consistent program, communication has already been established, and, in many areas, the
standardization has been in process for years. In other areas, less progress has been made. Thus,
PAs and vendors reported the standardization process causing major changes in some areas, but
almost none in others. Some vendors and contractors reported remaining current on program
changes, compounded with adjustments made to accommodate ARRA funding, had been
challenging. One program contractor characterized this sentiment as:
“Between participation flux, changes to the program, new standards, new requirements
and new regulations it has us all stepping and fetching, as a whole industry. We have
been hit with so many new rules because of the money being poured into the program; it
is hard for everyone to keep up.”
We certainly recognize that standardization and integration will take time. This section therefore
concentrates on major topics where there was broad agreement across PAs, vendors, contractors
and customers that integration was working well, and others where valuable standardization
improvements could and should be made:
Increased rebate on air-sealing;
Integration with other programs;
Training;
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Home performance contractors;
Set price lists across all PAs; and
Customer service.

Increased Rebate on Air-sealing
The positive change PAs, vendors, and contractors most often noted was the addition of airsealing as a standard free ISM. According to the PAs and vendors, as of February 2010,
participating customers are offered up to eight hours of free air-sealing. Most PAs agreed the
majority of jobs can be sufficiently air-sealed within the allotted eight-hour time limit. More
complicated jobs requiring additional labor can be completed using a portion of program‘s
75 percent incentive, up to a $2,000 rebate.
PAs agreed offering air-sealing for free has been beneficial for both customers and the program.
Not surprisingly, significantly more customers have agreed to air-sealing as it has been offered at
no cost, and savings associated have been substantial. One vendor noted demand for air-sealing
has greatly increased, with approximately 45 percent of all jobs (audit-only as well as those
resulting in program-rebated measure installs) including air-sealing, up from 25 percent in
previous years. Most contractors noted that receiving air-sealing work, in addition to insulation
assignments, is a bonus, and they are indifferent about the extra time needed for completion. In
the PAs‘ opinion, vendors and contractors installing air-sealing prefer the change, as it helped
increase program work. One contractor noted the attraction of air-sealing labor being included on
their work order in addition to insulation:
“It is better because we can do more and get paid more…we can actually make a profit.”

Integration with Other Programs
One goal of the standardized Mass Save Program was to integrate all residential energyefficiency program offerings into a streamlined, easy-to-understand package, which could be
presented to customers during audits. Neither PAs nor vendors felt this requirement changed
what they were doing, as they already require all auditors bring a comprehensive education
folder to each audit. This folder contains information on all energy-efficiency programs offered
by gas and electric companies and available to customers. These include programs such as Cool
Smart, lighting and appliances rebates, retail product programs, and federal and state run
programs.
Per PAs and vendors, customers find these folders helpful as it enabled them to see additional
opportunities in other energy-efficiency programs. One vendor specifically reported that a clearer
picture of program delivery has emerged, and customer confusion around correlations between
different programs has been virtually eliminated since PAs and vendors took the initiative a few
years ago to offer all programs in one package. This particular concern began to be addressed
before statewide standardization was formally initiated.

Training
Training is another program aspect administered consistently across vendors. Once hired, each
auditor goes through six weeks of operational and service training, which involves classroom
training, focused on energy conservation theory, and practical training in the field. All auditors
have to become BPI certified within six months of being hired.
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Vendors also provide training for contractors wishing to participate in the program. Each
contractor has to pass a ―boot camp‖ to become a ―boot camp certified installer.‖ Each contractor
crew chief has to take four days of boot camp training and a field exam, and be BPI-certified.
Not all individuals—only crew chiefs—are required to be BPI-certified, but almost all vendors
and contractors interviewed agreed certification of program contractor staff should be considered
a future participation requirement. Additionally, the contractor must have appropriate insurance
levels before participating in the program. Contracting firms hoping to participate in a Home
Performance Pilot Program have to become BPI-accredited in addition to acquiring the other
requirements for individual program contractors. 14

Home Performance Contractors
The most controversial change cited is letting contractors become HP contractors and, therefore,
program auditors. This is intended to boost participation, as PAs believe beginning-to-end
delivery contractors will be motivated to recruit additional participants. To assess the change‘s
impact, several PAs implemented a pilot program, in which HP contractors complete the
screening and diagnostic audits as well as any rebated measure installations.
PAs, vendors, and contractors noted a variety of challenges associated with introducing HP
contractors into this role in Mass Save. PAs and vendors, who felt this was a major change, fear
it may complicate the process for the customer and contractor, causing customer confusion.
Before HP contractors took this on, the customer had a single contact, through the vendor. The
vendor scheduled visits for the customer, and anyone coming to the house was either vendor staff
or a program contractor the vendor appointed. They noted that with the addition of HP
contractors, customers have more options, and, therefore, the possibility of more confusion:
If customers sign up through a HP contractor, the responsibility of customer service falls
to the HP contractor, who may not have the time or information to support customers at
the same level as vendors. For customers participating through a HP contractor, the
vendor will ask permission to do a quality control visit. If the HP contractor does not
clearly explain the need for this visit, the customer will not only be inconvenienced, but
may be further irritated or confused regarding the necessity of having more strangers in
their home.
The addition of HP contractors could also be more expensive for the program One PA
felt the increased cost was going to be high, especially given the additional quality
control and quality assurance required. One program contractor even pointed out: ―If [the
vendors] were not involved, things would go awry. [Home performance] contractors
would take advantage of customers.‖
A different PA reported experiencing challenges getting HP contractors in the pilot
acclimated to the program, including: ―Getting them up to speed with the software used,
[program] information, and technical aspects of how the program [works and how]
measures should be installed. It has created a pretty significant administrative burden on
the home performance side.‖

14

BPI Certification refers to individuals, while BPI Accreditation applies to companies.
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All PAs stated there are no specific goals set for contractor participation increases, other than
ensuring sufficient contractors are available to respond to interested customers in a timely
manner.

Set Price Lists Across All PAs
PAs, vendors, and contractors confirmed each PA uses a set price list for contractor labor and
measure costs for their specific vendors and contractors. This set price list ensures that each
customer is charged the same amount for each measure, and ensures each contractor is paid the
same amount for measure installation. Price lists are set during the competitive bidding process
used to determine which vendor would implement Mass Save on behalf of the PA. Each
customer in a PA‘s territory receives the same pricing. As one PA noted, using set prices ensures
rogue contractors cannot gouge customers on labor prices. One contractor said: ―Not every
contractor knows what a fair price is.‖
The most obvious benefit associated with set pricing is further simplifying the process for the
customer. PAs recognized some customers want to shop for a contractor, but they believe the
majority appreciate pricing being handled for them.
Overall, PAs were not sure how contractors felt about set pricing. Some believed contractors
want to set their own prices, and some assume contractors participate because they find pricing
reasonable. When asked about how appropriate current prices are, all contractors agreed with
PAs, citing set prices as being best for the program and customers. Further, contractors were
generally satisfied with the set pricing system for themselves, and the majority of contractors
even urged PAs to standardize pricing across the state.
All contractors agreed, despite the many benefits of set pricing, it has a drawback in that set price
lists are not uniform across that state, thus varying by PA. This drawback is more of a concern
for contractors than customers, resulting in contractors being paid less to do the same work for a
customer in one territory than in another. One contractor expressed his concerns:
“I think there are a lot of different vendors and different programs. I don’t understand
the different price lines, amongst all of them. I think they should streamline materials,
prices, and standards.”
Another issue with set pricing is the prices must be updated. PAs want qualified contractors
participating in the program. To ensure this, they must be certain prices are sufficiently
discounted to make the program cost-effective, while still being attractive to contractors.

Customer Service
A handful of PAs, vendors, and program contractors expressed concern that program
standardization across the state would negatively impact customer service and customers‘
experiences. One PA concerned with customer service reported:
“Before we were able to be more flexible with customers, and now that
there is more of a push for the same program statewide, that means less
flexibility for us and for the customer.”
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Another PA—having presented some unique incentive opportunities, such as offering renters a
100 percent rebate up to the $2,000 cap—admitted such unique benefits would have to be
dropped with statewide standardization.

Additional Findings
During discussions with PAs, vendors, and contractors, respondents felt strongly about the
following issues being addressed:
Seasonality and workload;
Time spent on standardization efforts; and
Vendor and contractor communication and work distribution.

Seasonality and Workload
As reported by all PAs and vendors, participation varies seasonally, which creates challenges for
PAs, vendors, and program contractors. Several PAs, vendors, and one contractor reported
summer months are typically slow, while early fall tends to become busier, as temperatures drop
and people begin considering their heating bills and comfort of their homes during the year‘s
colder months. Participation remains high through winter then falls again in spring.
Participation fluctuations most affect contractors, but also pose challenges for PAs and vendors,
as seasonal ebb and flow makes tracking participation and savings goals difficult. Contractors
noted they have learned to cope with drops in program work by focusing on recruiting private
jobs during slower times. Conversely, during busy times, contractors do not prefer hiring
temporary employees as training is expensive and quality of work can suffer. Vendors are not
immune to seasonality‘s impact on staff. One vendor reported having to hire people during busy
times, then sometimes having to let them go when demand decreases. Another vendor deploys
staff to other areas or tasks when program work slows, avoiding a ―hire and fire‖ pattern.
Contractors were largely unaware of the program workload‘s seasonality. Only one contractor
recognized seasonal participation is typical in the weatherization industry. The rest of the
contractors did not understand why they receive such a drop off in work orders during spring and
summer months. One contractor mentioned he contacted his vendor when his program
assignments began to dry up, but never received a response as to reasons. However, work orders
started again; so: ―[he] assumed there was a heavy advertising campaign and the workload
returned.‖

Additional Time Commitments for Stakeholders
Although PAs felt the standardization process is worthwhile, a handful said the effort came at a
high administrative cost.
“[There are now] lots of time consuming meetings in different parts of the state. Fifty
percent of [my] time goes to conference calls and meetings, but for customers and
implementation, efforts have resulted in more consistent messages.”
One vendor noted:
“The statewide coordination can be a drain on resources. It keeps [us] from having time
to create more effective methods for delivering services.”
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Vendors also claimed to have issues with time spent administering program standardization
attempts. One vendor felt the biggest issue with standardization is the ―fluidity of the situation,
the program is constantly changing.‖ There also is no mechanism for billing those administrative
costs. As a result, those extra hours are rolled into the audit and measure pricing vendors offer.

Vendor and Contractor Communication and Work Distribution
Contractors felt most vendors not only communicate program policy and procedures efficiently,
but provide ample support throughout the measure installation process. However, an area of
consistent concern is the process vendors used to allocate work. By and large, contractors
reported they do not know how program work is distributed to participating contractors. Some
ventured guesses, assuming it is some sort of merit system, where better work will earn a greater
number of work orders. Most contractors felt this encourages high-quality work, as most do not
feel pressured to compete for program jobs because they believe establishing a reputation for
reliable, quality, timely work will earn the most jobs. However, the process vendors actually
reported using to distribute work remains unclear and varied between vendors.
When asked about how jobs are assigned to contractors, vendors and PAs offered different
approaches. Some PAs said job assignments are distributed on a rotating basis; however, as
contractors suspected, most PAs mentioned employing a merit-based system, the details of which
vary from vendor to vendor. One vendor explained they distribute jobs to contractors based on
various, merit-based factors; for example, all the following can contribute to the number of
assignments a contractor receives:
How quickly a job can be turned around;
Quality of work, based on quality inspections; and
How often problems occur with a specific contractor.
Although some program contractors guessed work assignments are largely based on
performance, none could say they had been told this for certain. Contractors expressed further
transparency would be beneficial regarding methods and merit systems used by vendors to assign
jobs to program contractors.

Marketing and Participation Decisions
Marketing Efforts
All PAs reported marketing is delivered in a variety ways and at differing intensities, depending
on the time of year. During busier periods, PAs noted little to no marketing is needed, and more
program budget can go directly to helping customers. However, all PAs reported having to do
some advertising, at least a couple times per year, to maintain steady annual participation. Many
PAs mentioned participating in or taking advantage of the RCS network, a collaborative,
statewide marketing effort, which includes marketing printed collateral, radio ads, and a Website.
Depending on the PA‘s territory and population, some PAs rely almost entirely on the RCS
network, while others invest in additional marketing. These PAs noted using the following
advertising methods:
Direct mailings;
Bill inserts;
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Television and newspaper/magazine ads;
Events at football game;
Billboards;
Cinema advertising;
Motor vehicle registry advertising;
Online advertising; and
Interviews on local talk radio.
Some PAs also mentioned doing geographically targeted marketing, where certain towns or
counties are targeted specifically, due to heightened need in that area.
Of those PAs who advertise independently in addition to the statewide RCS network, half
arrange marketing in-house, while half contract with their vendors or a third-party marketing
firm. In some territories, vendors are permitted to advertise the program on behalf of their own
firm, while in others they are paid to attend community events and speak at community meetings
to promote the program or organize calling campaigns. Some PAs also have tried outreach
through local town energy offices but reported little success, despite helpful and enthusiastic
town office staff.

Contractor Marketing
Although contractors are not asked or expected to conduct marketing, many reported doing so
anyway; in many cases, they already have marketing materials and information provided by
vendors, and the program came up in conversation with customers, neighbors, and friends. One
contractor reported: ―It is just good customer service to let customers know what is available.‖
This approach aligned with HP contractor pilots underway, in which contractors are expected to
advertise, contact, schedule, and install measures on their own, with the vendor only stepping
into check customers‘ eligibility to participate and to conduct quality control at the assignment‘s
end.

Best Marketing Practices
According to PAs and vendors, the most successful marketing tactics are: contractor outreach,
word of mouth, television ads, bill inserts, and online advertising. Vendors and contractors were
more unified in considering word of mouth as the most successful method for advertising the
program, though a few contractors also mentioned bill inserts appear to be a proven, effective
marketing tool, from their perspectives. One contractor stressed the influence a direct mailing
campaign can have on the program: ―I have never found anything else that has worked better.‖
As shown in Figure 12, when asked how they first learned about Mass Save, participants
confirmed vendors and contractors suspicions, with most commonly answering ―word-of-mouth‖
(40 percent of responses). ―Utility15 marketing materials‖ was also a common response, with
19 percent of respondents claiming they learned about the program through PA mailing,
marketing materials, or bill inserts. Ten percent of respondents claimed they learned about the
15

The word ―utility‖ was used in the survey instrument rather than ―PA‘ to ensure clarity for both surveyed
participants and those conducting the surveys.
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program through other means, such as: ―through the utility16,‖ ―through oil company,‖ and ―past
experience with program.‖ Despite PAs and vendors confidence in TV advertising, only
2 percent of participants reported hearing about the program through this marketing channel.
Figure 12. How Participants First Heard About the Program
(Audit-only and Rebated Participants)

When asked to what extent the Mass Save marketing materials influenced their decision to
receive the home energy assessment (see Figure 13), 56 percent of participants reported
marketing had a strong influence (7 or higher on a scale of 0 to 10.), with 22 percent of
respondents claiming the marketing was extremely influential (with a rating of 10, on the same
scale). Nineteen percent of participants rated a 4 to 6 on the same scale, and 24 percent reported
marketing had little or no influence at all (rating of 3 or less on a scale of 0 to 10) with 14
percent of respondents claiming marketing had no influence (with a rating of 0, on the same
scale).

16

Ibid.
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Figure 13. How Influential was Mass Save Marketing (Audit-only and
Rebated Participants)

Community Mobilization Initiatives
A few PAs mentioned community mobilization initiatives, targeting ―hard-to-reach‖ (HTR)
customer groups (e.g., those with language barriers or income levels above the low income cut
off, but still unable to afford energy-efficiency upgrades). These efforts include higher insulation
incentives to economically challenged areas, and offering drawings for an ENERGY STAR®
dishwasher for those participating in the program. Additionally, contractors are sometimes
offered financial bonuses, based on numbers of weatherization and heating system installations
installed in these areas. PAs believed these incentives motivate contractors to promote the
program more rigorously to the HTR customer base. Many (but not all) PAs reported some
marketing that targets realtors, such as joining realtor meetings and meeting one-on-one. PAs
noted realtors continue to be a difficult group to reach, despite offers of professional credits, as
some realtors view improvements as barriers to selling houses. For example, a month‘s work
delay could delay closing on a house, or the auditor might find additional work needing to be
done, which could discourage buyers.

Additional Marketing Strategies and Suggestions
Further marketing strategies and ideas were discussed by PAs vendors and contractors for
boosting participation. One idea explored by at least one PA is offering customers an additional
bonus rebate for installing more than one recommended measure, or creating packages of major
measures, and providing a bonus for completing the full package.
One vendor suggested marketing should more explicitly inform potential participants that every
home‘s potential savings differs, depending on a host of factors. The vendor thought more
proactive management of participant expectations would reduce customer disappointment,
frustration, and/or dissatisfaction when actual savings are less than participants‘ had hoped.
Another vendor suggested providing customers with suggestions of energy-efficiency
opportunities they could do independently or in conjunction with the program before
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participating; so participants are engaged and invested in energy savings, even before the first
visit to their house. If a customer learns small ways to reduce energy on their own, they might
feel more motivated to participate in the program and do whatever necessary to install measures
(i.e., clear out an attic or basement, or fix a leaking heating system).
One-half of nonparticipants (50 percent) reported being aware of the term Mass Save; however,
only 17 percent are aware of the MassSave.com Website. Overwhelmingly, nonparticipants
chose the Internet as their preferred source for gathering information about energy efficiency—
63 percent of nonparticipants said they looked online for information on how to save energy (see
Figure 14). General search engines, such as Google (48%), visiting the local utility Website
(18%), and the Mass Save Website (9%) are among the most commonly cited tactics
nonparticipants employ when searching for information online.
Figure 14. Preferred Sources of Information about Energy Efficiency*

*Allows multiple responses. Total equals more than 100 percent.

Nonparticipants who are aware of the energy-efficient improvement incentives through their
utility or Mass Save, among other sponsors, learned about the incentives primarily through bill
inserts (65 percent) and a news media story (51 percent). Figure 15 lists all sources of program
information.
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Figure 15. Sources of Information About Utility or Mass Save-Sponsored Incentives

Market Saturation
When asked to estimate Mass Save‘s market penetration within their service territory (i.e., the
percent of eligible homes already participating in the program), most PAs were unsure, but they
offered estimates ranging from 25 percent to 50 percent. All PAs agreed the program is still
needed.
The nonparticipant survey assessed customers‘ inclinations to make future energy-efficiency
improvements, and gauged their interest in a free home energy assessment. The Cadmus Team
found interest in a free energy audit was fairly high, with nearly half (47 percent) of respondents
expressing an interest in receiving an energy audit. Furthermore, nearly half of nonparticipants
(49 percent) consider themselves knowledgeable about energy-saving options, and 18 percent
claimed to be very knowledgeable.

Market Barriers
Though over six in ten (62 percent) nonparticipants are aware that free energy assessments are
available to them in their area17, only one-third (32 percent) know they can get cash rebates for
17

The question about audit awareness was worded as: ―Are you aware that there are free audits or consultations
offered in your area that help assess the energy efficiency of your home?‖
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installing energy-efficient equipment or making other energy-efficient improvements18 (see
Table 7). Of those, over half (55 percent) named their local utility as a sponsor of the incentives,
and 13 percent named Mass Save, which indicates 16 percent of nonparticipants are aware of the
utility-sponsored programs. Nonparticipants with at least a college degree are more likely than
those with less than a college degree to be aware of these cash rebates.
Of the 62 percent of nonparticipants who are aware of free energy assessments, less than half (48
percent) are interested in having one conducted in their home. This indicates the presence of
barriers beyond mere awareness.
Table 7. Awareness of Incentives Offered for Energy-Efficiency (EE) Improvements and
Perceived Sponsor of the Incentives
Awareness of Audits
Aware of free energy assessments available in the area
Awareness of Incentives
Aware of incentives offered for EE improvements
Perceived Sponsor of Incentives (asked of those who are aware
of incentives)*
Utility
Federal government
State government
Mass Save
Local government
Store/retailer
Product manufacturers
Tax payers
Contractors
Community action organizations
Other

(n=1,190)
62%
(n=1,189)
32%
(n=334)
55%
40%
28%
13%
11%
11%
2%
2%
1%
<1%
2%

*Allows multiple responses. Total equals more than 100 percent.

No Funding Assistance for Prep Work
A common barrier to program-rebated measure installation, mentioned by PAs, vendors, and
contractors, is additional costs some customers face to address health and safety issues, or knob
and tube wiring, before moving forward. When PAs were asked if additional services could be
needed which are not currently offered through the program, a common response was there is no
funding for addressing health and safety issues in homes. Health and safety concerns which
prevent installation of air-sealing and insulation include moisture issues or spillage from heating
and cooling systems. Furthermore, vendors and contractors explained if an auditor visits a home
and finds knob and tube wiring, they cannot continue with the process until the wiring is
removed. Vendors believed PAs helping overcome such common barriers with additional
funding would result in increased participation rates.

18

The question about incentive awareness was worded as: ―To the best of your knowledge, are there cash
incentives aware in your area for installing energy-efficient equipment or making energy-efficient upgrades?‖
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Rental Units
Landlords have proven difficult to recruit, although some PAs have succeeded in attending
landlord association meetings or providing information through landlord association monthly
newsletters. The most frequently mentioned barrier for enrolling landlords was lack of monetarydriven motivation, as they are not paying the utility bills. Another reason reported by PAs is
landlords‘ reluctance to have auditors and contractors enter a house which might not be in code
compliance. One PA mentioned some landlords are concerned auditors will uncover code
violations during audits, which would then need to be addressed. One PA reported the ―best case
scenario‖ for the rental market is landlords living in one of the rental building‘s units. In such
situations, the landlord has a stake in program benefits. Another compelling reason for landlord
participation is when tenants‘ utilities are included in rent payments. Again, in this scenario, the
landlord has an incentive to explore the program as it would be the landlord, not the tenant, who
pays for the actual utility costs.
Some discrepancy emerged as to how the program rebates work in rental units. One PA reported
a 100 percent rebate, up to $2,000, is offered for rental units participating in the program, while
another PA reported the fully discounted program has been offered, but no longer is offered due
to cost. Two PAs said rental units are not rebated 100 percent in their territories, and another PA
reported rental units receive the same incentive structure as any owner-occupied dwelling. PAs
who have historically offered extra incentives to landlords stressed the importance of supporting
rental unit participation, and suggested it is an area which could benefit from further
standardization and outreach to landlords.

Two to Four Unit Homes
A related market barrier is the recruitment of participants living in buildings with two to four
units. PAs reported they prefer to address the whole building, not just a unit in these situations.
Therefore, in cases where buildings are more than one unit, permission has to be granted by the
landlord, all homeowners, and/or all tenants before air-sealing or insulation installation can be
conducted.
Given these barriers, participation for rented homes as well as homes containing more than one
unit is very small. As shown in Figure 16 and Figure 17, of participants surveyed, only 2 percent
are renters, and only 15 percent live in a two-, three-, or four-family building. Compared to the
state‘s renter-occupied housing population, 2 percent is very low. The 2005-2009 Census
reported that 35 percent of Massachusetts‘ occupied housing units are renter-occupied.
Regarding 15 percent of the program‘s participants residing in two to four unit homes, this
percentage matches up more accurately to the state‘s total housing units; 22 percent being two,
three, or four units.19

19

http://factfinder.census.gov/servlet/ADPTable?_bm=y&-geo_id=04000US25&-qr_name=ACS_2009_5YR_
G00_DP5YR4&-ds_name=ACS_2009_5YR_G00_&-_lang=en&-redoLog=false&-_sse=on
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Figure 16. Participant Homeowner Versus Tenant (Audit-only and Rebated Participants)

Figure 17. Participant Single-Family Home (1 Unit) Versus 2-4 Unit Homes
(Audit-only and Rebated Participants)

Participation Decisions
Customer Participation
PAs and vendors reported multiple reasons for participation varying from year to year, but noted
overall participation has steadily increased. Some attributed this growth to program changes,
such as:
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Increased marketing efforts focused on creating greater awareness;
Increased goals;
Expanded incremental budgets; and
Additional measures offered. For example, one PA mentioned addition of free airsealing: ―Probably generated a lot more insulation jobs.‖
PAs also thought factors outside the program could affect participation, including:
Large crises, especially if there is much media attention (one PA specified Hurricane
Katrina as an example);
Availability of tax credits; and
High fuel prices.
One PA thought there was a: ―direct relation between [heating] oil price increases and [program]
demand.‖ Another PA said: ―When [fuel] was four dollars [per gallon], we couldn‘t keep up—
they were climbing in the windows to be part of the program. We didn‘t even have to do any
marketing.‖
Conversely, a PA reported the following factors tended to hinder participation:
Poor economic conditions;
Low gas prices; and
Mild winters.
For a handful of utilities, participation varies by demographics. Population density variance,
economic status of different towns or cities, and numbers of multifamily homes reportedly drive
participation disparities within a given PA‘s service territory.
Participants reported similar reasons for their participation in the Mass Save program, including
common responses related to saving energy and money on bills. The most common response
participants gave when asked their reason for participating was their interest in lowering energy
bills (37 percent of respondents). A high number of respondents mentioned they participated to
learn how to save energy (22 percent), and to learn which rebates exist (14 percent). Twelve
percent reported other factors, such as the need for upgrades, the program‘s affordability, and
word-of-mouth about the program. Per the participant survey, most participating households had
older structures (Figure 18), with:
31 percent built before 1939;
22 percent built between 1940 and 1959; and
23 percent built between 1960 and 1979.
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Figure 18. Year Home Was Built (Audit-only and Rebated Participants)

The distribution represented by surveyed participants is very similar to the statewide distribution
by structure age. The 2005–2009 Census reported: 36 percent of Massachusetts homes were built
before 1939; 18 percent between 1940 and 1959; and 22 percent between 1960 and 1979.20
Half of nonparticipants surveyed claimed they are aware of the term Mass Save. Interestingly,
customers age 35 and older, customers with a college or graduate degree, customers owning
homes, and customers living in single-family homes are more likely than those who do not fit
into one of these categories to have higher awareness levels of Mass Save. Figure 19 illustrates
demographics of surveyed participants compared to ‗Mass Save aware‘ nonparticipants.

20

http://factfinder.census.gov/servlet/ADPTable?_bm=y&-geo_id=04000US25&qr_name=ACS_2009_5YR_G00_DP5YR4&-ds_name=ACS_2009_5YR_G00_&-_lang=en&-_sse=on
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Figure 19. Mass Save Awareness by Key Demographics and Household Characteristics

Deeper Savings Potential
PAs and vendors agreed there may be deeper savings potential per home, but they were uncertain
what it would take or cost to reach that potential. One PA mentioned they would have to
determine the cost-effectiveness of pursuing deeper savings, and all PAs had different ideas on
which measures might be best to help achieve deeper savings. Two PAs believed the program‘s
primary focus should be persuading customers to install all recommended measures first, rather
than offering additional measures. For example, one PA stressed the importance of participants
fully insulating their homes (basement, attic, and wall insulation), as many only install one form
of insulation.
While all PAs, vendors, and contractors agreed deeper savings per home are possible, when
asked if this should become more of a focal point for the program, PAs responses varied. Despite
the potential, overall PAs and vendors were unsure how worthwhile these prospective savings
would be to accomplish, considering costs to achieve them. As one vendor noted: ―The deeper
you go the less cost effective [the measures become] from the customer‘s stand point. You must
find balance.‖ One PA noted of incremental savings associated with the extra costs: ―At a certain
point you have to start look at diminishing returns… at some point one dollar of extra cost won‘t
save an extra dollar.‖ Contractors, however, felt otherwise, with the majority seeing these
incremental savings as worthwhile, given customers can afford further measures, while admitting
they could not speak to the cost-effectiveness for PAs.
If deeper savings per home were to become a focal point, PAs offered differing opinions as to
which measures would be the most important:
One PA wanted to allow funding for removing knob and tube wiring from homes, as this
is a common barrier prohibiting insulation from being installed, and is often expensive
for customers to replace. Helping customers remove such barriers might allow more
savings in homes otherwise ineligible for bigger savings measures.
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One contractor said motion sensors on indoor and outdoor fixtures could largely impact a
home‘s electric savings.
Both a PA and a vendor suggested introducing solar hot water heaters as a program
measure.
Some PAs and contractors believed replacing inefficient heating systems is key to
attaining deeper savings. PAs and contractors agreed savings associated with replacing
outdated, inefficient heating systems could be substantial, but came at a higher price to
customers.
Two contractors mentioned replacement windows as a potential savings measure;
however, they admitted the payback period on windows could be as long as 20 years, and
was probably not cost-effective.
Though deeper savings might be possible, participant survey results suggest it may be difficult to
motivate participants to pursue deeper savings or even to finish installation of originally
recommended measures, as these decisions generally came down to money. Roughly half of
participant surveyed did not install all recommended measures. As shown in Figure 20, for these
respondents, measure cost was the most influential factor on participants‘ decisions on which
improvements to make (42 percent).
The PAs offer financing options to customers through the HEAT Loan Program as a way to
encourage participants to make additional energy saving improvements and to alleviate some of
their financial burden. The HEAT Loan Program offers participants zero interest loans to help
them pay for Mass Save program installations. However, one PA noted, ―loans [are often]
needed by participants but they don’t go over well. If someone is not already willing to [invest]
the money in their home then a loan won’t really persuade them to do so.‖
Further, if achieving deeper savings per home became a focal point of the program, participant
surveys suggest, more information on why all measures were necessary would be needed. When
asked the reason for not installing all recommended measures, 10 percent of participants
expressed the measures not installed were not considered necessary.
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Figure 20. Reasons for Not Installing all Measures (Rebated Participants*)

*Only participants who reported not installing all rebated measures were asked this question.

Despite cost playing a major role in participants‘ decisions as to which recommended measures
to install, 37 percent of participants wished the program offered energy-efficient home
improvements not currently included. Of these respondents, 27 percent reported they wished
rebates were offered for windows, and 16 percent wanted alternative energy covered by the
program (Figure 21). Several measures mentioned by participants are, in fact, offered as part of
the program.
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Figure 21. Measures Participants Would Like to See Covered by the Program
(Rebated Participants*)

*Only participants who answered yes when asked if there were additional measures they wanted covered were asked
this question.

Contractor Participation
The biggest reason contractors cited for joining the program was the possibility of receiving
steady work. While seasonality continued to be an issue, most contractors interviewed still felt
they receive more jobs through the program than they could generate on their own. Several
contractors said, as the program offers customers such a strong opportunity, they could not
compete, and would rather be a part of it.
Another motivation mentioned by a handful of contractors was the desire to be part of the energy
savings and resource conservation movement. One contractor put it this way:
“I have been in the business for a while, putting in sun rooms and other
unnecessary items for people and it feels good to do something
environmentally sound.”
One of the program goals this year was to recruit more contractors. Some vendors reported
having been successful doing so, but noted challenges. In some cases, vendors noted it is hard to
draw contractors from the Low Income program, where they reportedly make more money. One
PA felt some contractors are not interested in participating because the program‘s training and
eligibility guidelines are considered burdensome.
When asked why they thought other contractors chose not to participate, participating contractors
commonly cited two reasons. First, many contractors want to control the process, from start to
finish, conducting their own audits and installing their own recommendations. Second,
contractors confirmed PAs‘ assumptions that some contractors cannot afford to work at the
program‘s discounted set rates.
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Suggested Improvements
PAs and vendors reported from 20 percent to 70 percent of audits result in additional measures
installed, though all vendors consistently reported rates between 30 percent and 40 percent. Even
when customers decide to proceed immediately, they often install measures incrementally. As
customers can take advantage of the rebates each year, some space measures over several years
to receive the maximum rebate benefit of $2,000 per year.
Vendors and PAs use several methods to try to boost the ratio of measures installed to audits
conducted. For example, more rigorous prescreening processes are designed to screen customers
not prepared to install any rebated measures or not owning a house where significant savings
potential exist. The intent is to identify and remove these customers from the audit process,
thereby increasing the ratio of measures installed, compared to number of audits conducted. One
PA reported that if a customer is found ineligible for participation due to either of these factors,
they are still served, but in the form of an energy-savers kit, possibly sent by mail. One vendor
reported their firm offers auditors incentives based on implementation percentages to help boost
measure installation. Another method used to try to increase measure installation is customer
follow-up, by phone or mail. Some vendors follow-up with a customer three to five times over
the course of several months.

Incentives and Funding
ARRA Impact
According to PAs interviewed, the ARRA of 2009 had both positive and negative impacts on
Mass Save. A benefit of ARRA funding, noted by a PA, is the flexibility the additional budget
offers to make its program more accessible to customers:
“…at least one of our biggest pilots would not have happened if the funding was not
available. The ARRA funding has been very helpful in testing and offering larger
incentives and more creative incentives to customers to achieve things we would not have
been able to achieve otherwise.”
Another PA noted that with eight hours of free air-sealing (a result of ARRA funding), many
more customers opt to have their homes air-sealed.
Regarding negative impacts, one PA stressed ARRA funding should be used to integrate and
administer programs that already exist, rather than creating additional, competing programs.
Most PAs were not sure what, if any, long-term impacts ARRA funding would have on the
program or its services.

$2,000 Cap and 75 Percent Incentive
When the 2010 Mass Save Evaluation Plan draft was circulated for comment, a number of PAs
cited specific issues they hoped the evaluation would explore. Emerging issues included whether
the current $2,000 cap should be changed or eliminated.
All PAs considered the current cap and rebate generous. The cap was raised from $1,500 to
$2,000 in 2008, and, according to PAs, this and the addition of up to eight hours of fully
incentivized air sealing has helped many customers implement more recommended measures.
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None of the PAs believed the cap should be increased over the current $2,000 or eliminated.
Also, when asked about eliminating the incentive altogether, one PA said it would have a
―dramatic effect on [lowering] participation.‖ Another PA acknowledged: ―cutting back on
incentives would be absolutely disastrous.‖ One PA reported, though they felt the cap
appropriate now, they had concerns about the future, due to potential increases in labor and
material prices. This PA noted: ―Prices are going to have to go up, so we will have to watch and
see what happens, it is fine now. If the cap is left in place I’m not sure what will happen [with the
program].‖ The majority of contractors agreed the cap should be left in place for now. Though
admittedly not sure of the cost-effectiveness, one contractor noted, from his experience, per
home savings could go deeper with audit recommended measures if Mass Save had a larger
$3,500 to $4,000 cap.
Unlike PAs and contractors, the majority of vendors were interested in increasing the cap.
Although they all understood this may not be possible due to budget restrictions and funding, the
majority of vendors felt the cap hinders some customers‘ ability to reach their homes‘ greatest
savings potential, especially among middle- and limited-income customers. By raising the cap,
vendors felt a greater percentage of recommended measures would be installed and not
postponed another year or dropped completely. One vendor suggested raising the cap, but
lowering the rebate percent. Another vendor recognized a higher cap would likely achieve deeper
savings on each participating home, but at a cost of serving fewer homes. This vendor suggested
setting caps based on criteria, such as existing insulation levels and home ages, to ensure homes
with the greatest savings potential could install recommended measures first.
PAs, vendors, and contractors were questioned about their views on current rebate levels, set to
cover 75 percent of the installation costs for any recommended measures. PAs‘ overall consensus
was the 75 percent rebate level was: ―the best offering we could have come up with.‖ All
stakeholders interviewed agree customer should contribute something towards weatherization
efforts to ensure program benefits are not taken for granted. One vendor reported raising rebate
levels from 50 percent in 2008 has: ―motivated many more people to move forward with the
recommendations from the audit.‖ The current rebate and cap are viewed as a balanced incentive
structure. One PA noted the current incentive is appropriate for all utilities, large and small.
Participant results suggest customers were generally satisfied with the $2,000 cap. Despite
vendors concern that the cap hindered participants from installing all recommended measures,
the majority of participants (62 percent) reported the incentive cap did not affect their plans for
which measures to install or skip. As shown in Figure 22, even the 33 percent of participants
who reported the cap influenced their decision in some way, when questioned further, only half
of these participants reported the cap limiting their ability to install more measures (49 percent);
44 percent reported the cap actually encouraged them to make more improvements than planned
to maximize available assistance (Figure 23). Participant results did not clearly reflect the
vendors‘ assumption that increasing the rebate‘s incentive level from 50 percent to 75 percent
affected participation.
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Figure 22. Did the $2,000 Incentive Cap Affect the Number of Measures Installed
(Rebated Participants)

Figure 23. How Did the Cap Influence the Number of Measures you Installed
(Rebated Participants*)

*Only participants who answer ―yes‖ when asked if the $2,000 cap affected the number of
rebated measure to install, were asked this question.

Data Collection and Management
Program Participation and Savings Goals
As the participating utilities varied by territory size, fuel type, and customer populations, they
each had unique participation and savings goals. For example, participation goals were reported
ranging from 72 to 13,250 individual participants for 2010. When asked how close they were to
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achieving their participation and savings goals, some PAs reported being at 60 percent or 70
percent of their goals (at the end of September), while other PAs reported reaching their annual
goals by midsummer, and expected to be over goal by the end of the year. While all PAs seemed
confident they would reach their goals by the end of the year, some admitted it was going to be a
challenge, and they were expanding marketing efforts during the fourth quarter to help boost
program awareness and participation.

Benchmarking
Each PA reported using different systems to benchmark progress. Although most PAs compare
current numbers (i.e., participation and savings) to expected goals throughout the year, some PAs
also consider additional ratios, such as: energy savings (kWh) compared to numbers of projects;
energy savings (kWh) compared to average project costs; and implementation rates or budgets to
expenditures.
One PA mentioned using how much the PA felt was ―given back to the customer‖ as a metric for
gauging success. This PA tracked how much money spent on the program actually goes into
incentives, ISMs, and other areas directly benefitting customers. The goal is to maximize the
amount of money directly impacting the customers while minimizing costs for indirect activities,
such as marketing and administration. Other benchmarks vendors cited for measuring progress
included: energy savings to date, budget spent to date, performance metrics, PA goals, adoption
rates of particular measures, and numbers of audits.

Measure Assumptions
Content Overview
Before assessing the consistency of key measure assumptions across PAs, the Cadmus Team
assessed the overall contents of the Mass Save program datasets provided. While some PAs
provided participation data as far back as 2005, the review focused exclusively on program to
date 2010 program data. Table 8 summarizes the 2010 Mass Save program data received. As
evident in the table, mid-year participation ranged 135 to 8,259 participants and 15 to 340 unique
measures depending on the PA. Note the ―table element‖ column has been included, resulting in
two rows for two of the PAs. This column was added to differentiate between different data
sheets provided to Cadmus. Data sheets were labeled similarly to those in the table element field.
As noted above, in PY1 evaluations were limited to the electric programs, as gas weatherization
programs had not been fully integrated into the Mass Save program. Therefore, only five of the
eight PAs were reviewed. The remainder of this section of the report focuses exclusively on
these five PAs.
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Table 8. Summary of 2010 Mass Save RCS Data21
PA

Table Element Records Participants Unique Measures

Cape Light
National Grid
National Grid
NSTAR
NSTAR
Unitil
WMECO

w/out audit
With audit
Audit only
Participants

9,954
18,244
297
9,530
8,649
668
24,829

2,117
8,259
143
4,372
3,119
135
7,674

178
340
29
15
37
94
50

In addition to assessing the number of participant and unique measures provided, the Cadmus
Team investigated which specific fields were provided. To organize this investigation, we
grouped specific fields into three types of data elements:
Household data (e.g., square footage, heating fuel/system type).
Customer data (e.g., participant name, account number, telephone number).
Measure data (e.g., useful life, measure name, quantity, savings).
A summary of these data elements is provided in Table 9.
Table 9. Summary from Data Fields Provided
Data Element

Customer Data

Household Data

Measure Data

21

Field

Cape Light

WMECO

Nat. Grid

NSTAR

Account Number

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Name
Address

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Contact Number

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Single Family/Multifamily
Square Footage
Heating Fuel Type
Measure Group (end use)
Measure Name (general)
Measure Detail (specific)
Quantity
Measure Life
Customer Cost
Incentive Paid

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Completion Date

Yes

Electricity Savings
Secondary Savings

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Partial
(invoice
date, null
complete
date)
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Partial
(invoice
date only)

Unitil
Yes, but
mostly null
Yes
Yes
Yes, but
mostly null
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Please note that PAs submitted tracking data for different program-to-date periods for 2010, and therefore total
participation appears relatively low for NSTAR relative to WMECO.
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Field

Cape Light

Existing Qty/Measure
(e.g. R-value)
New Installed Quantity
(e.g. final R-value)

WMECO
Seems to
be
incorrect

Nat. Grid

July 2011
NSTAR

Unitil

Yes (Rvalue)
Yes (Rvalue)

Measure Assumption Review
The primary intent of our measure assumption review was to determine whether PAs were using
the same values for the following key measure assumptions:
Per-unit energy savings,
Per-unit incentive, and
Measure life.
Before we could assess the consistency of these assumptions, the Cadmus Team identified the
range of unique program measures. This process proved difficult, as the PAs largely employ
different measure naming conventions and provided measure-specific information at different
levels of specificity. For example, some PAs listed ―Insulation‖ as unique measure, while others
specified whether the participant received attic, wall, and/or floor insulation. Even when this
level of specificity was provided, it often remained difficult to aggregate similar measures within
a PA dataset or across PA datasets. With the insulation example, the Cadmus Team had to
interpret whether one PA‘s ―ceiling insulation‖ was the same as another PA‘s ―attic insulation.‖
While information about the measures installed exists in some form in all PA datasets, it was not
possible to assess the consistency of the measure assumptions. Despite limiting factors, such as
differing measure names and a lack of detailed measure description, a general assessment of
consistency and data quality are offered below.
Per-unit energy savings. Per-unit energy savings were only included in half of the PA
datasets. The indirect savings—secondary fuels, water, and non-energy benefits—were
also largely missing. Though not as important as primary energy benefits, the secondary
benefits are reported in the TRM and one of the utilities did include them in the dataset
provided.
The three PAs that provided per-unit savings estimates have little consistency within each
tracking system or across PAs. Consistency with the TRM is also very limited.22 As noted
above, the different measure naming systems and the lack of consistent group names
across PAs makes comparing savings estimates especially difficult and uncertain. Table
10 provides per-unit savings for CFL bulbs to illustrate the inconsistency in and across
the PA databases, and with the TRM.

22

While TRM-based consistency was not a requirement for the 2010 program, Cadmus reviewed the measure
naming conventions and savings assumptions against the TRM to assess how close the PAs are to having true
consistency, which may be a goal for the 2011 program data.
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Table 10. Comparison of PA Claimed CFL Bulbs vs. TRM
CFL Bulbs
TRM
Elec Co 1
Elec Co 2
Elec Co 3

Δ kWh

Δ kW

Other Savings

41-47

0.011 0.0457

0

0.04-0.05

0

0 - 0.014
0

0
0

10-105; average 36 for
15 Watt, 52 for 20 Watt
47-57
57

A review of the comparison of CFLs among and across the PAs is as follows:
o One of the PAs did not provide bulb group names, so each type of bulb (15 watt, 20
watt, etc.) had different electricity per-unit savings with no way of identifying why.
o One PA reports the Δ kW based on winter and summer peak.
o Another PA reports approximately half of the savings to be 0.
o One of the PAs reported a Δ kWh that was only slightly off from TRM.
o For another PA, all CFLs had per-unit savings of 57 kWh, slightly higher than TRM
savings—but there was consistency among all CFLs.
Per-unit incentive. The incentive paid or the cost of the measure was included in most
datasets. However, it was not always clear whom the incentive was paid to or who paid it.
It was sometimes not possible to determine if a reported value is a total cost or the cost to
the PA. In addition, if the source of funding is unknown, then the cost-effectiveness for
the ratepayer is harder to determine, especially in cases with additional funding sources
such as the federal government. The reported incentive was consistent within each dataset
for deemed measures.
Measure life: Measure life, also called effective useful life, was present in only one
program database. When included and unique measures could be identified and
compared, the values were consistent for each type of measure within the same dataset
for the one PA that reported the measure life. Since most datasets did not contain measure
life, it was not possible to determine consistency across PAs, programs, measure types, or
with the TRM.

Program Satisfaction
Customer Satisfaction
The largely positive feedback PAs, vendors, and program contractors have received from
customers included the following anecdotes:
“They love it! They love the free air-sealing, they are more comfortable,
energy bills are dropping.”
“We do send out questionnaires, 95 to 98 percent love it.”
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“Surveys say 90 percent of customers [say the program] meets or exceeds
expectations. [A] typical response is that they were impressed and didn’t
realize how much the program had to offer.”
“We have [customers] call back and say how they can’t believe how warm
their house is. They can’t believe they saved 150 dollars on their bill!”
One vendor reported customer satisfaction remains high even with the tremendous growth of the
Mass Save program, noting ―we have done more work in the last two years than we did the
previous eight.‖
Participants were very satisfied with the quality of information provided about the program by
the PAs, vendors and contractors as well as with the program as a whole. Eighty-three percent
rated both these categories as a 7 or higher on a 0 to 10 satisfaction scale, where 0 was extremely
dissatisfied and 10 was extremely satisfied.
When asked, PAs reported no complaints or complaints are rare. Of the few complaints PAs
received, the most common is the number of visits required to conduct audits and install
measures. One PA reported customers: ―want people to get out there even faster.‖ A couple
vendors and contractors echoed hearing concerns customers had about the multiple-visit model
of two audits as well as one or more visits to install measures.
Several PAs reported unrealistic expectations of the program, on the customer‘s part, can result
in customer dissatisfaction. For example: ―If you are starting with a relatively new home that
meets code, you are not going to get the level of savings as you would on an older home.‖
Another reported: ―All houses can‘t be served equally. There could be health and safety issues in
one home and none in another. Mold or asbestos or knob and tube wiring [may] cause
[additional] barriers.‖

Customer Feedback
Customers reported high satisfaction levels with the program. When asked about satisfaction
with the program as a whole, 83 percent of customers rated it a seven or higher (on a scale of 0 to
10, where 0 is ―extremely dissatisfied‖ and 10 is ―extremely satisfied‖). Similarly, 83 percent of
respondents gave a rating of seven or higher on the same scale, when asked how satisfied they
were with the quality of information provided.
A high percentage of respondents (67 percent) reported learning a great deal about opportunities
to save energy in their homes due to the energy audit.
While satisfaction with the program as a whole and information provided was reported as high,
25 percent of respondents rated their learning experience as a five or below. Reasons for a lower
rating included: customers feeling they were already energy efficient; already aware of savings
opportunities; and lack of new information. However, the most common reason cited for a low
satisfaction score (four percent) was: ―auditor didn‘t care‖ and the auditor not taking the time to
explain his processes and reasoning for making certain energy-efficient improvements. No
significant demographic characteristic distinguished participants who rated their experience as a
five or below.
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Contractor Satisfaction
Contractors agreed they are satisfied with the program and program workload, though most said
they could always take on more work. The majority of contractors are satisfied with vendors;
they specifically cited and appreciate the many ways the program experience felt streamlined for
both customers and contractors, due to organization provided by vendors. Contractors appreciate
vendors serving as a contact for customers at all times and were available if contractor needed to
discuss changes to work orders while on a job. Invoice turnaround times are reportedly efficient
and timely.
Another reason contractors are satisfied with the program is they feel positive about their
relationship with vendors. One contractor acknowledged his company: ―prioritizes [his vendor‘s]
business. [Our vendor] is our number one customer, and our favorite customer.‖ Contractors are
satisfied with their vendors‘ constant communication and problem resolution support. One
contractor commented: ―Without [our vendor] we would not be where we are today.‖
Another contractor expressed being very impressed with vendors: ―We thoroughly enjoy
working with [our vendor]. They are so streamlined and so efficient. Inspections are thorough,
we are paid quickly, and scheduling is smooth. We really have no complaints.‖
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5. Conclusions and Recommendations
Conclusions and recommendations presented here have been organized in a manner similar to
the findings, under the following topics:23
Program Design and Administration Standardization
Marketing and Participation Decisions
Market Barriers
Program Data Tracking and Reporting
Satisfaction and Program Improvements

Program Design and Administration Standardization
From this evaluation, it has become apparent the PAs have taken significant steps in 2010
towards statewide standardization. The evaluation also revealed—as expected—that some Mass
Save aspects have already become standardized, while other program aspects still vary between
PAs.
The Cadmus Team offers the following findings and recommendations regarding standardization
of the Mass Save program:
All PAs and vendors agree statewide communication, though time-consuming, helps
Mass Save conduct a more standardized program statewide. PAs and vendors report
coordination across all electric and gas utilities, resulting in an efficient system for
connecting customers to the program based on their heating fuel type.
All PAs appreciate and have used the Residential Conservation Services (RCS)
network statewide marketing effort. The PAs generally cited RCS Marketing when
referring to statewide marketing they either took advantage of or were involved with. We
recognize that there was also a Mass Save statewide marketing campaign at the same
time that could be responsible for some of the marketing mentioned by PAs.
Quality control is thorough. Currently, the majority of vendors conduct quality control
site visits on 100 percent of their jobs, and, with the new statewide quality control effort,
all report they expect this high quality control level to continue. We note, however, that
several outstanding programs around the country maintain QA/QC requirements by
inspecting 100 percent of installations performed by new contractors or new staff from
existing contractors, while conducting only random on-site inspections for experienced
installers.
Although the current trainings offered to contractors by each vendor are wellorganized, contractors would welcome a stricter program certification process.
The $2,000 cap is sufficient. The majority of participants reported the $2,000 incentive
cap did not limit the number of measures installed, and some even reported it encouraged
23

Some of these conclusions led to recommendations for change, while others did not as the current approach
appears to be working well.
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them to install more measures than originally planned. Additionally, the majority of
stakeholders reported high satisfaction with the cap.
Stakeholders report adding air-sealing as a free measure increases program savings
and participation. Not only are more customers agreeing to have air-sealing done
(therefore, increasing program savings per home), but some stakeholders feel it also
encourages participants to install insulation.
Communication needs to be improved regarding what standardization means for
program delivery and program management for the Mass Save program. PAs are
confused about certain aspects of the standardization process, and they have concerns
about those persons shaping policy, whom they feel are too disconnected from the
program to make the appropriate decisions. The Home Energy Services (HES) working
group24 should consider development of a document detailing standardization goals,
expectations and timelines.
The addition of home performance (HP) contractors to the program’s audit portion
remains a subject of concern among PAs, vendors, and contractors. The greater
autonomy granted to HP contractors has program stakeholders concerned about quality
control, job distribution among contractors, data collection methodology, and customer
confusion.
o Recommendation: Due to concerns among all stakeholders, the potential
integration of HP contractors should occur slowly and in collaboration with PAs,
vendors, and program contractors. Clear protocols for and expectations regarding
program delivery by HP contractors should be developed and disseminated.
Different pricing structures across the state make jobs for some PAs more profitable
than others for program contractors. Nearly all the interviewed program contractors
working across PAs expressed concern about pricing differences, stating that different
pricing structures caused some PA jobs to be less cost-effective–and therefore less
attractive–than others. Contractors also noted that keeping track of the various pricing
structures was difficult and increased their administrative costs. Contractors often
suggested that standardizing measure prices and labor rates to the greatest extent possible
while still accounting for regional differences in the labor market and travel expenses
would be helpful and would reduce preferences for working for certain PAs. The Cadmus
Team suggests the RCS working group revisit the current pricing structure with the intent
of mitigating current contractor preferences for working or not working with specific
PAs.
Communication between vendors and contractors is supportive and organized
throughout the delivery process.
Contractors do not understand how vendors allocate program work. Several vendors
mentioned that contractor performance factors into the decision-making process when
they assign jobs, though none would cite specifics. Similarly, most program contractors
24

With the recent merge of the RCS program and Gas Weatherization program, the RCS working group name has
been changed to the Home Energy Services (HES) working group.
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guessed job assignments were based on merit, but they did not know this for sure, and
they were unaware of other factors that might affect work assignments, such as
seasonality. The Cadmus Team suggests vendors, with input from contractors, consider
establishing and disseminating explicit guidelines on how program work is assigned to
participating contractors. The guidelines should be equitable but also take contractors‘
performance into account.25 Vendors should also consider communicating with
contractors on a regular basis not just about these guidelines, but also regarding workload
projections, program changes, and updates to policies and procedures.
Disparate data collection tools and reporting requirements across PAs increase
administrative costs for vendors and contractors. Each vendor reported using different
data collection processes, including differences in how data are collected from customers,
the use of electronic versus paper systems, what systems are used to organize and track
data internally, how data are reported to the PAs, how audit recommendations are
presented to customers, and how program contractors are expected to report back to
vendors. The Cadmus Team suggests PAs consider developing a standardized electronic
audit data collection methodology to be used by all vendor staff and contractors
conducting audits.26
o Recommendation: Consider developing a standard set of tasks and
responsibilities assigned to contractors installing measures in a customer‘s home,
uniform across all PA territories. These would include how jobs are presented to
contractors, contractors‘ responsibilities, and reports and invoices contractors are
expected to submit to vendors upon completion of jobs.

Marketing and Participation Decisions
The nonparticipating customer segment presents a considerable opportunity for
program intervention. Only half of nonparticipants (49 percent) consider themselves
knowledgeable about energy-savings options, and just 38 percent report their homes are
at least somewhat energy-efficient.
According to participant and nonparticipant survey responses, the Internet does not
serve to inform large numbers of customers. Nonparticipants cite the Internet
(MassSave.com, search engine searches, utility Websites, etc.) as the preferred source of
learning about saving energy (63 percent); however, only 17 percent were aware of the
MassSave.com Website. Further, only 12 percent of participating customers noted
learning about the program through an online venue (8 percent via an online
advertisement, and 4 percent by visiting MassSave.com).
Only 16 percent of nonparticipants are aware that cash incentives are offered by
their PAs or through Mass Save. This lack of awareness of existing program incentives
may contribute to a cost market barrier to program participation.

25

26

Cadmus has been informed that a new merit-based allocation system has been developed and will be
communicated to contractors.
Cadmus has been informed since drafting this report that PAs have elected to develop and use one state-wide
Web-based or software-based audit data system.
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Market Barriers
Market barriers, as reported by stakeholders and participants, included rental market
participation, monetary challenges surrounding health and safety issues, and knob and tube
wiring removal.
The Cadmus Team offers the following conclusions and recommendations regarding market
barriers to the Mass Save program:
Despite a focus on greater penetration of the rental market in 2010, PAs and
vendors acknowledged limited progress has been made. Although some PAs have had
limited success in reaching landlord associations, the majority of rental units in
Massachusetts remain underserved by the Mass Save Program due to landlords‘
disinterest and reluctance to become involved. The rental market‘s lack of participation in
the program should be explored. The Cadmus Team suggests the PAs consider using
different marketing and delivery strategies and offering different incentives to tenants and
landlords.27
Health and safety issues as well as knob and tube wiring prevent participants from
installing measures, such as air-sealing and insulation installations.
o Recommendation: Explore opportunities to assist customers in addressing health
and safety issues, as well as knob and tube wiring removal, to further eliminate
barriers and improve participation rates. The Cadmus Team suggests expanding
the existing financing options to cover these critical pre-participation issues.

Program Data Tracking & Reporting
The findings and recommendations presented below are based on a review of the program
tracking data. The objective is to increase the efficiency of the evaluation and to ensure there is
a clear link between the tracking data and program reported impacts.
The data review and use of the data to support evaluation activities has been extremely timeconsuming, often requiring significant communications with the PAs via telephone and e-mail
for information about the data since documentation was rarely provided with the data. Key
findings from these efforts are below:
Unique identification (ID) fields are not currently being used to link different data
sources and participation across programs. As a result, it is difficult to align values listed
in the PA Mass Save program datasets with other program datasets or external reference
documents (such as the Massachusetts Technical Reference Manual (TRM)).
The lack of a standardized measure naming convention makes it difficult to aggregate
and/or compare measure savings. The measure naming conventions vary greatly across
PAs because different program stakeholders require different levels of specificity.
o Recommendation:

27

Cadmus was informed that a ―hard-to-reach charette‖ has been formed to better understand hard-to-reach
markets, and the evaluation team will engage with this group during 2011.
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Develop a standardized identification system for participants, premises,
projects, and measures. The consistent use of customer and premise
identification associated with the tracking record will allow tracking of
historic program activity and activity in other programs.



Ensure a minimum set of fields is collected and maintained for future
evaluation work (see Appendix H).



Maintain a data dictionary for all critical program datasets that includes
all field definitions, value definitions, and the sources of the data. The data
dictionaries should be provided as part of all data requests, allowing
evaluators (or any other third-party) to decode field names and data values
efficiently. The data dictionaries would also ensure internal knowledge of the
database is not lost in the event of critical personnel turnover.



Develop and employ a standardized measure naming convention. The
TRM could be used as the basis for standard names. This convention would
allow for improved evaluability and add transparency to the measure-tracking
process. The Cadmus Team specifically recommends a four-part measure
naming convention, which includes varying levels of detail for each program
stakeholder, denoting the measure‘s end-use, group, type, and detail. Such a
measure naming convention would clearly relate each measure in the program
tracking data to its TRM counterpart. Examples for several common program
measures are provided in Develop a standardized identification system for
participants, premises, projects, and measures. The consistent use of
customer and premise identification associated with the tracking record will
allow tracking of historic program activity and activity in other programs.



Ensure a minimum set of fields is collected and maintained for future
evaluation work (see Appendix H).



Maintain a data dictionary for all critical program datasets that includes
all field definitions, value definitions, and the sources of the data. The data
dictionaries should be provided as part of all data requests, allowing
evaluators (or any other third-party) to decode field names and data values
efficiently. The data dictionaries would also ensure internal knowledge of the
database is not lost in the event of critical personnel turnover.



Develop and employ a standardized measure naming convention. The
TRM could be used as the basis for standard names. This convention would
allow for improved evaluability and add transparency to the measure-tracking
process. The Cadmus Team specifically recommends a four-part measure
naming convention, which includes varying levels of detail for each program
stakeholder, denoting the measure‘s end-use, group, type, and detail. Such a
measure naming convention would clearly relate each measure in the program
tracking data to its TRM counterpart. Examples for several common program
measures are provided in Error! Not a valid bookmark self-reference..



Table 2.
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Table 11. Examples of Potential Standardized Measure Naming Convention
End Use

Measure Group

Measure Type

Appliances
HVAC28
Lighting

Refrigerator
Insulation
CFL

Top Freezer Refrigerator
Attic Insulation
Screw-in CFL (20W)

Water Heating

Water Heater

Condensing Water Heater (EF 0.82)

Measure Detail
Frigidaire LGHT1837L
R-30 Unrestricted - Settled Cellulose
GE 75412 20-Watt CFL Spiral Reveal
Light Bulb, 75-Watt Equivalent
AO Smith GPHE-50 Vertex

Satisfaction and Program Improvements
Though program satisfaction generally is high among customers and program contractors, a few
marked findings should be addressed. Specifically, all PAs and vendors expressed a desire to see
the ratio of installed measures to audits increase. PAs and vendors reported that 20 percent to 70
percent of audits result in additional measures being installed, though all vendors consistently
reported that implementation rates were between 30 and 40 percent.
The Cadmus Team offers the following conclusions and recommendations regarding satisfaction
and program improvements for the Mass Save program:
The majority of customers reported high satisfaction with the program.
A minority of participants was unhappy with the audit process as well as the
information provided in the audit report. Of participants unhappy with the audit
report, the most common reasons were ―lack of recommendations‖ and ―not enough new
information provided.‖ Of customers dissatisfied with the program as a whole, the most
common reason given for a low satisfaction score (reported by 29 percent) was ―auditor
didn‘t care,‖ along with the perception that the auditor did not take time to explain his
processes and reasoning for making certain energy-efficient improvements. Further,
participants did not seem to fully understand the audit or the instant savings measures
(ISMs), with some participants reporting they wished an air-leak assessment had been
done, when it is part of a standard visit.
o Recommendation: Revisit customer service and follow-up strategies. Although
all vendors reported use of a rigorous follow-up procedure, and vendors ensure
customer support is readily available when customers call, additional customer
service in the form of outreach, regular check-ins, and follow-up phone calls
could improve participation and satisfaction.
Several suggestions were made by PAs and vendors to increase the ratio of incented
measures to number of audits by motivating vendor staff and program contractors.
This could be done by either offering auditors incentives based on implementation
percentages, or by further emphasizing turnkey approaches. Another suggestion offered
was to allow funding to cover removal of knob and tube wiring from homes, as this is an
expensive and common barrier prohibiting insulation installation.

28

Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning.
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o Recommendation: Consider offering incentives to auditors based on
implementation percentages or another participation goal designed to increase
follow-through participation.
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Appendix A: Program Administrator Interview Guide
Massachusetts Residential Retrofit & Low Income Evaluation - Mass Save
Program Administrator Interview Guide
Name
Program Administrator
Title
Interviewer Name/Firm
Date of Interview

Introduction:
The purpose of this interview is to understand your perspective of the Mass Save program as
implemented in 2010. We are specifically interested in your opinion regarding the strengths and
weaknesses of the current program design, the consistency with which Mass Save is
implemented statewide, and whether any program design changes could increase the reach or
depth of service in future program years. We are also interested in hearing any thoughts you
might have on where evaluation resources should be focused in 2011 and 2012. We will be
conducting similar interviews with program managers and with each program administrator. All
information gathered will be reported anonymously.
In addition to interviewing all program administrators, we will also be speaking with other Mass
Save stakeholders including those that developed marketing materials, conducted audits,
installed program measures, and handled and reported program data. Our understanding is
[implementation firm] implements the Mass Save program on behalf of [program administrator].
Who is the best person at [implementation firm] to contact to help identify these additional
program stakeholders?
Name
Title
Phone/Email

Is there anyone else at [program administrator] who we should also be sure to talk to?
Name
Title
Phone/Email

If at any time during this interview you think of someone else we should speak with as part of
our research, please just let me know.
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Roles and Responsibilities
1. To begin, could you please describe your role in the program?
a. How long have you held this position?
2. Have you held other positions in the program?
a. If so, what were they?
b. What other positions have you had with similar programs?
Program History
(For NSTAR, NATIONAL GRID, and Columbia Gas: I understand you might have covered some of

this information in the introductory interviews conducted a few months back. I appreciate your patience
as we talk through them again quickly.)

1. When did your organization first become involved in Mass Save?
2. What are the program goals and objectives?
3. Has [implementation firm] always delivered the program on behalf of [program
administrator]?
a. If not, when did [implementation firm] become the contractor?
4.

Other than [implementation firm], is any other company involved in the delivery
of the program?
a. Probe regarding: marketing, quality assurance (QA) and quality control (QC).

Program Status
1. What is the number of participants/savings to date for the current program year?
a. What benchmarks/indicators did you identify to assess the program progress or
achievements?
b. How does this compare to expectations?
i. If different, what do you attribute this to?
c. Have participation levels changed in recent program years?
i. If yes, what do you attribute the change to?
2. Has program participation varied by service territory or by any other type of
demographic?
a. If yes, why do you think that is the case?
3. How have customers responded to the program?
a. What do you think they would say about the program?
b. Have there been any common problems or complaints?
Marketing
1. How is Mass Save marketed?
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2. Who is primarily responsible for marketing?
a. Probe for roles of internal staff, vendors, and contractors.
b. Probe for contact information not already provided.
3. In your opinion, what are the most effective promotional activities?
a. Why do you think that is the case?
b. Are there any other marketing approaches that should be explored?
4. Do you think that eligible customers are aware of the program?
a. If not, what barriers are preventing the program from being better known and
utilized by customers?
5. Was any marketing aimed at non-homeowners, such as realtors, home improvement
contractors, architects, and others involved in renovations?
6. I understand one specific marketing goal for 2010 was to exploring ways to identify
landlords and make them aware of the benefits of the program, such as increased property
value and energy savings for tenants. How was this accomplished?
a. Were there other actions taken to reach typical hard-to-reach groups?
b. What was the response?
c. Was there a specific goal or target? Was it achieved?
Program Design and Delivery
1. Let‘s talk through the typical participation process. First, how does a customer first hear
about Mass Save? How does the customer contact the program? What happens next…?
a.
Where in the process, if at all, does the customer need to take
action in order to keep the process moving forward (i.e. make a call to ensure the
next step happens, or make an appointment with a contractor)?
b.
Is there any procedure where a customer could end up stuck on a
step (for example, receive an audit but not contact a contractor)?
c.
Is there any follow-up procedure to help customers move along to
the next step if they do get stuck?
i.
What % of recommendations get done?
ii.
What are the measures with the least follow through?
iii.
What are the measures with the most follow through?
iv.
Have you explored offering incentives to anyone to close deals?
v.
Have you explored changing the incentive structure ( i.e. 1
measure done gets 80% of rebate level, 2 items 90%, 3 100% and if they
do 4 they get 110% etc.)
vi.
Do the Implementers do follow-up?
2. In your opinion, what works particularly well about the process you just described?
a. Probe at each stage – marketing, pre-installation visit, installation, inspection.
3. In your opinion, is there anything that can be done to improve the process?
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4. How does Mass Save integrate with [program administrator]‘s other energy-efficiency
programs?
a.
How does this work and feel for the customer?
b.
Does the customer perceive the experience as one program or multiple
programs?
c.
Why do you think that is?
d. Has this aspect of the program changed in 2010? If yes, how?
5. Has the program changed as a result of recent efforts to offer a standardized and
consistent Mass Save program statewide?
a.
If yes, how?
b.
What did standardization require you to do?
c.
Were there any benefits to this change?
d.
What about drawbacks?
6. Were there any issues that came up during the standardization of the program statewide
that were difficult to resolve?
a.
How were they resolved?
b.
What has this meant for your program?
7. How do the various program administrators communicate?
a.
How often?
b.
Who participates?
c.
How do gas and electric PAs allocate work for the same household when
using different vendors?
8. Are there any differences in the way the program is designed or delivered across program
administrators?
a.
If so…
i. What differences exist?
ii. What are the reasons for the difference?
iii. How are these differences coordinated?
iv. Do these differences contribute positively or negatively to the program?
v. If negative, are there steps being taken to address these?
b.
If not…
vi. Are there any situations where it would make sense for [program
administrator] or one of the other program administrators to design or
deliver Mass Save differently?
vii. Why is that that case?
viii. What are the ramifications of that?
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Impact of ARRA
1. Has the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (ARRA) had any impact on
the design or delivery of Mass Save?
a. Has ARRA funding changed the types or depth of services now available to
customers?
b. What are the long-term impacts of ARRA on Mass Save?
Program Design
When the draft evaluation plan was circulated for comment, a number of program administrators
cited specific issues they hoped the evaluation would explore. I‘d like to ask your opinion
regarding these issues.
1. One issue was whether the current $2,000 cap was being changed or eliminated. What are
your thoughts about this issue?
a. Can you explain how this might impact the program?
b. What do you think the response/outcome would be?
c. How would it improve the program?
d. Are there ways it could hurt the program?
2. Similarly, what are your thoughts regarding the current rebate level, set to cover 75% of
incremental cost?
a. Do you feel this is the appropriate rebate amount for the program?
b. Why or why not?
c. What do you think the best way to balance the 75% rebate with the cap?
3. It is our understanding that some or all of the PAs set the price of specific efficiency
measures for participating contractors (i.e., customer get the same price regardless of
contractor). Is this correct?
a. What are the benefits?
b. Are there any drawbacks?
c. What do you think the customer prefers? (i.e., do they feel like they have no
options (can‘t shop around) or does it simplify the process)?
d. How do you think contractors feel about it?
4. There has also been discussion for achieving ―deeper‖ savings in each home. Do you see
opportunities to achieve greater per home savings?
a. What are they?
b. What are the costs and savings associated with these extra measures for each
house?
c. As an example, would it be worthwhile to increase the insulation level in a
participating home‘s attic from R-30 to R-38?
d. Are these types of deeper, but incremental, savings worthwhile?
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5. I understand that while rental units are 100% covered, this is not advertised and rentals
represent only a small portion of the market. Is this your understanding?
a. What is the potential of the rental market?
b. Is it possible to tap into this potential? How?
6. Is it correct that air sealing is currently offered free during the second audit?
a. Do you think this is a good thing? Why or why not?
b. What are the vendors and contractors opinion of this change?
7. I understand one of this year‘s goals for the program was to get more vendors and
contractors on board. Did this happen?
a. Were there challenges?
b. Was there a set goal? Was it reached?
8. In your opinion, what is the remaining need for Mass Save‘s services in your service
territory? Could you give me a percent of your territory that still needs services?
a. Why do you say that?
b. Are other services needed that are not currently offered?
9. I understand another goal of the program this year was to raise the level of quality
control. Do you believe this happened?
a. How was this accomplished?
b. Where there challenges?
c. Was there a set goal? Was it reached?
d. Do further steps need to be taken?
Measure Assumptions and Data Review
We were also asked to explore the measure assumptions – the energy savings, effective useful
life, and incremental cost - used by each program administrator and to determine how program
data is collected, stored, and reported.
1. What source does [program administrator] use for its Mass Save measure assumptions?
a. How long has this sourced been used?
b. If new, why was a change recently made?
c. Would it be possible for you to E-mail the assumptions to me?
2. Can you please walk me through the process of how program data are collected, stored,
and reported? For example, how are data first collected and who collects it?
a. What specific data elements are collected?
b. Are all program data stored electronically?
c. What software is used to input, store, and report data?
d. What are the key data elements for reporting?
i. Are there additional data elements you would like to see? Which ones?
e. How often are reports/datasets provided to you?
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f. Are any quality control or quality assurance steps taken to ensure the integrity of
program data?
3. How well does this data management process work?
a. What works best?
b. What could be improved?
c. Have there been any recurring problems with the data tracking systems?
4. Are you aware of any data management approaches employed for other programs or by
other program administrators that would work well for Mass Save?
Evaluation Priorities in 2011 & 2012
1.
In your opinion what should the evaluation priorities be for this program in 2011
and 2012?
a. Why is that?
b. Are there other areas you see needing evaluation as well?
c. Is there any specific issue you would like researched?
Other
1.

As I mentioned before, we will also be interviewing Mass Save vendors and
contractor as part of this evaluation. Is there anything we should be sure to ask them
about?

2.

Do you have any other comments or areas we did not cover that you would like
to tell me about?

3.

Throughout the interview process, has anyone else come to mind who we should
interview?

Thank you for your time today. If you think of anything else you would like to discuss, please do
not hesitate to call or E-mail me.
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Appendix B: Vendor Interview Guide
Massachusetts Residential Retrofit & Low Income Evaluation - Mass Save
Vendor Interview Guide
Name
Vendor
Title
Interviewer Name/Firm
Date of Interview

Introduction:
The purpose of this interview is to understand your perspective of the Mass Save program as
implemented in 2010. We are specifically interested in your opinion regarding the strengths and
weaknesses of the current program delivery process, the consistency with which Mass Save is
implemented statewide, and whether any program design changes could increase the reach or
depth of service in future program years. We are also interested in hearing any thoughts you
might have on where evaluation resources should be focused in 2011 and 2012. We will be
conducting similar interviews with program administrators and program contractors. All
information gathered will be reported anonymously.
In addition, we will also be speaking with other Mass Save stakeholders including those that
develop marketing materials, install program measures, and handled and report program data.
Is there anyone else at [implementation firm] who we should also be sure to talk to?
Name
Title
Phone/Email

Are there other people we should be sure to talk to?
Name
Title
Phone/Email
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We will also be speaking with a number of contractors to get their perspective on the program,
and were hoping for some recommendations from you. Are you willing to recommend any
contractors who have or are currently participating in the program?2
Name
Title
Phone/Email

If at any time during this interview you think of someone else we should speak with as part of
our research, please just let me know.
Roles and Responsibilities
1. To begin, could you please describe your role in the program?
a. How long have you held this position?
2. Have you held other positions in the program?
a. If so, what were they?
b. What other positions have you had with similar programs?
Program History
1. Which program administrators do you work with?
a. When did your organization first become involved in Mass Save (for each PA)?
2. Has [implementation firm]been involved on a continuous basis ever since?
3. Has [implementation firm] always delivered the program on behalf of [program
administrator]?
a. If not, who previously implemented the program?
b. Do you use subcontractors to install equipment or conduct audits?
i. Probe regarding: installation of measures i.e., contractors
Program Delivery
1. To better understand how the program works, I‘d like to ask you a few questions
regarding program delivery.
a. First, how does a customer first hear about the MassSAVE?
b. How does the customer contact the program?
c. When does your company first become involved?
d. [Probe as needed: walk through i.e., first audit, diagnostic audit i.e., second audit,
installation of measures, Q/C, etc.]
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i. Does your company always conduct the first audit? Second (Diagnostic)
Audit?
ii. Does your company install measures after the first two audits? Or is this a
task typically performed by your subcontractors?
iii. Is it correct that air sealing is currently offered free during the second
audit?
1. Is this a change to the program? How has it worked out?
e.

Where in the process, if at all, does the customer need to take action in order to
keep the process moving forward (i.e. make a call to ensure the next step happens,
or make an appointment with a contractor)?

f. Is there any procedure where a customer could end up stuck on a step (for
example, receives an audit but does not contact a contractor)?
i. Is there any follow-up procedure to help customers move along to the next
step if they do get stuck?
g. How is quality control managed?
2. In your opinion, what works particularly well about the process you just described?
a. Probe at each stage – marketing, pre-installation visit, installation, inspection.
3. In your opinion, is there anything that can be done to improve the process?
a. How are needed services and measures identified and recommended during the
audit process? [Probe as needed]
b. During the first audit?
c. During the second audit?
d. Could the Audit process be done in one step?
i.

From your perspective, approximately what percent of
recommendations get done?

ii.

What are the measures with the least follow through?

iii.

What are the measures with the most follow through?

iv.

Have you explored offering incentives to anyone to close deals?

v.

Have the PAs explored changing the incentive structure ( i.e. 1
measure done gets 80% of rebate level, 2 items 90%, 3 100% and if they
do 4 they get 110% etc.)

e. In your experience, how has the planned delivery procedure worked in the field?
[Probe as needed]
i. Scheduling (setting up appointments, allotted time for appointment and inThe Cadmus Group Inc. / Energy Services
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between)
ii. Conducting the audits, interaction with customers, installation measures (if
appropriate)
iii. QC (if appropriate), issuing reports, follow-up, etc.
f. Do you have suggestions for adjustments that might improve delivery?
Program Integration
1. How does Mass Save integrate with [program administrator]‘s other energy-efficiency
programs?
a. How does this work and feel for the customer?
b. Does the customer perceive the experience as one program or multiple programs?
c. Why do you think that is?
i. Has this aspect of the program changed in 2010? If yes, how?
ii. Do you have any ideas for improving the customers‘ experience?
2. How do your staffing levels align with program demand?
a. Is there a waitlist?
i. If so, is that common?
b. How long, on average, between when a customer calls in and when they receive
an audit?
c. Could you take on additional work if it was available?
d. Does participation vary seasonally?
i. If so, is there anything that could be done to smooth participation across
the year?
3. Is the program funding sufficient?
a. Would you be able to do more with the program if the budget was larger?
i. Why or why not?
4. Are there any challenges when balancing the program workload with outside work?
5. To the best of your knowledge, are most of the services i.e., audits, delivered by your
firm?
a. If not, do you happen to know how many firms are participating in [Program
administrator] service territory?
Training
1. What specific training and qualifications are required to be auditor?
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2. What about installers?
3. What kind of testing is done and how often?
4. Was there training provided to the auditors?
a. If so, what type(s)?
5. Are there trainings that are still desired or required that need to be pursued?
6. Other than training provided for this program, do you (does your firm) have related
training? E.g., BPI
Program Change Discussion
When the evaluation started, a number of specific issues were identified as important for further
research. I‘d like to ask your opinion regarding these issues.
1. One issue was whether the current $2,000 cap was being changed or eliminated. What are
your thoughts on this issue?
a. Can you explain how this might impact the program?
b. What do you think the response/outcome would be?
c. How would it improve the program?
d. How would it hurt the program?
2. Similarly, what are your thoughts regarding the current rebate level, set to cover 75% of
incremental cost?
a. Do you feel this is the appropriate rebate amount for the program?
b. Why or why not?
c. What do you think the appropriate balance is between the rebate and the cap?
3.

It is our understanding that some or all of the PAs set the price of specific efficiency
measures for participating contractors (i.e., customer get the same price regardless of
contractor). Is this correct?
a. What are the benefits?
b. Are there any drawbacks?
c. What do you think the customer prefers? (i.e., do they feel like they have no
options (can‘t shop around) or does it simplify the process)?
d. How do you feel about it?

4. There has also been discussion for achieving ―deeper‖ savings in each home. Do you see
opportunities to achieve greater per home savings?
a.

What are they?
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b.

What are the costs and savings associated with these extra measures for
each house?

c.

As an example, would it be worthwhile to increase the insulation level in a
participating home‘s attic from R-30 to R-38?
i.

Are these types of deeper, but incremental, savings worthwhile?

5. In your experience, are there any differences in the way the program is designed or
delivered across PAs?
If so…

a.

ix. What differences exist?
x. What are the reasons for the difference?
xi. How are these differences coordinated?
xii. Do these differences contribute positively or negatively to the program?
xiii. If negative, are there steps being taken to address these?
6. Were there any issues that came up during the standardization of the program statewide
that were difficult to resolve?
a.

How were they resolved?

b.

What has this meant for your program?

Quality Control
Another aspect of program delivery I‘d like to ask a few questions about is quality control.
1.

I understand another goal of the program this year was to raise the level of quality
control. Do you believe this happened?
a.

How was this accomplished?

b.

Were there challenges?

c.

Was there a set goal? Was it reached?

d.

Do further steps need to be taken?

2. What quality control procedures are in place?
3. What data is recorded during the first and second visit?
4. How frequently are there quality issues?
a. What kind? [Probe as needed: timing, quality of work, etc,}
b. How are persistent quality issues addressed?
Program Administration
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Aside from program delivery and quality control, I‘d like to ask a few questions about basic
program administration as well.
1. What are the formal and informal communication procedures?
a. [Probe as needed: Frequency, with who, what format i.e., e-mail, phone, in-person
etc.]
2. What are the administrative costs associated with the program for your firm?
a. What is included in those costs?
Coordination with PAs and Contractors
Next I‘d like to ask a few questions concerning coordination with the PAs and implementation
contractors.
1. In general, what are the benefits and drawbacks of statewide PA coordination from your
point of view?
a. How is the statewide vendor coordination conducted?
b. Have the PAs, vendors, and contractor had to change their operations to
accommodate statewide coordination?
i. If so, how so?
c. What improvements could be made to the statewide coordination to improve the
program?
2. What is your (firms) relationship with the implementation contractors like?
a. [Probe as needed: Do you connect them with customers? E.g., contractor list]
b. Is there competition between contractors for jobs?
c. To the best of your knowledge:
i. Who decides which contractor(s) get work?
ii. Do contractors see this arrangement of how work is doled out as fair?
iii. Do you think there is a better way to divide up the work that would also
improve the program/service?
3. Are you (or the contractors) allowed to market for additional program work?
a. If so, do you and how?
4. How are contractors informed about the Program [Don‘t ask if the vendor as already
stated they connect the customer and contractor e.g., list]
5.

I understand one of this year‘s goals for the program was to get more contractors
on board. Did this happen?
a.

Were there challenges?
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Was there a set goal? Was it reached?

6. To your knowledge, what are some of the reasons contractors choose to participate in the
program?
a. What types of contractors are being targeted for participation?
7. Why do some contractors decide not to participant?
a. Is there anything that can be done to address that?
Customer Outreach
Next, I‘d like to ask a few questions regarding customer outreach.
1. To your knowledge, how are customer informed about the Program?
2. What methods appear to be most effective?
3. To your knowledge, what might be some reasons participants or nonparticipants use only
some of the services available?
Program Status
1. What benchmarks/indicators did you identify to assess the program progress or
achievements?
a. How does this compare to expectations?
i. If different, what do you attribute this to?
b. Have participation levels changed in recent program years?
ii. If yes, what do you attribute the change to?
2. Has program participation varied by geography or by any other type of demographic?
a. If yes, why do you think that is the case?
3. How have customers responded to the program?
a. What do you think they would say about the program?
b. Have there been any common problems or complaints?
Marketing
1. How is MassSAVE marketed?
2. Who is primarily responsible for marketing?
a. Probe for roles of PAs, vendors, and contractors.
b. Probe for contact information not already provided.
3. In your opinion, what are the most effective promotional activities?
a.

Why do you think that is the case?
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Are there any other marketing approaches that should be explored?

4. Do you think that eligible customers are aware of the program?
a.

If not, what barriers are preventing the program from being better known
and utilized by customers?

5. Was any marketing aimed at non-homeowners, such as realtors, home improvement
contractors, architects, and others involved in renovations?
a.

I understand one specific marketing goal for 2010 was to exploring
ways to identify landlords and make them aware of the benefits of the program,
such as increased property value and energy savings for tenants. How was this
accomplished?

b.

Were there other actions taken to reach typical hard-to-reach
groups?

c.

What was the response?

d.

Was there a specific goal or target? Was it achieved?

6. In your opinion, what is the remaining need for Mass Save‘s services in your service
area? Could you give me a percent of your area that still needs services?
a. Why do you say that?
b. Are other services needed that are not currently offered?

Data Review
1. Can you please walk me through the process of how program data are collected, stored,
and reported? For example, how are data first collected and who collects it?
a. What specific data elements are collected?
b. Is all program data stored electronically?
c. What software is used to input, store, and report data?
d. What are the key data elements for reporting?
e. How often do you report data to PAs?
f. Are any quality control or quality assurance steps taken to ensure the integrity of
program data?
2. How well does this data management process work?
a. What works best?
b. What could be improved?
c. Have there been any recurring problems with the data tracking systems?
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3. Are you aware of any data management approaches employed for other programs or by
other program administrators that would work well for Mass Save?

Evaluation Priorities in 2011 & 2012
1.

In your opinion what should the evaluation priorities be for this program in 2011
and 2012?
a. Why is that?
b. Are there other areas you see needing evaluation as well?
c. Is there any specific issue you would like researched?

Other
2.

As I mentioned before, we will also be interviewing Mass Save program
managers and contractor as part of this evaluation. Is there anything we should be sure to
ask them about?

3.

Do you have any other comments or areas we did not cover that you would like
to tell me about?

4.

Throughout the interview process, has anyone else come to mind who we should
interview?

Thank you for your time today. If you think of anything else you would like to discuss, please do
not hesitate to call or E-mail me.
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Appendix C: Program Contractor Interview Guide
Massachusetts Residential Retrofit & Low Income Evaluation - Mass Save
Contractor Interview Guide
Name
Contractor
Title
Interviewer Name/Firm
Date of Interview

Introduction:
The purpose of this interview is to understand your perspective of the Mass Save program as
implemented in 2010. We are specifically interested in your opinion regarding the strengths and
weaknesses of the current program delivery process, the consistency with which Mass Save is
implemented statewide, and whether any program design changes could increase the reach or
depth of service in future program years. We are also interested in hearing any thoughts you
might have on where evaluation resources should be focused in 2011 and 2012. We will be
conducting similar interviews with program administrators and program implementers. All
information gathered will be reported anonymously.
In addition, we will also be speaking with other Mass Save stakeholders including those that
developed marketing materials, handled and reported program data, as well as other contractors
who installed program measures.
Is there anyone else at [contractor firm] who we should also be sure to talk to?
Name
Title
Phone/Email

Are there other people we should be sure to talk to?
Name
Title
Phone/Email

Are there any other contactors that we should be sure to speak with?
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Name
Title
Phone/Email

If at any time during this interview you think of someone else we should speak with as part of
our research, please just let me know.
Roles and Responsibilities
1.

To begin, could you please describe your role in the Mass Save program?
a. How long have you participated in this role?
b. Have you held other positions in the program?
i. If so, what were they?
c. What other positions have you had with similar programs?

Program History
1. Which program administrators and implementers do you currently work with?
a. When did your organization first become involved in Mass Save (for each
implementation firms)?
a. Why did your firm decided to participate in the Program?
b. What is your relationship with the implementation contractors like?
a. [Probe as needed: Do they connect you with customers? E.g., contractor
list]
b.Is there competition for jobs between vendors and contractors e.g., your
firm?
c. To the best of your knowledge, who decides which contractor(s) get work?
a. From your perspective, how well does this process work?
b.Do you have any suggestions regarding this process?
2. Have you worked with any other program administrators or implementation firms in the
past?
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Low Income Program Integration
1. Do you also perform work for the Low Income program? The Low Income program is
most often coordinated through CAP agencies. (If no, skip to next section)
a. Which CAPs do you work with?
b. In your opinion, how well do the services/products provided to Low Income
customers line up with the customers‘ needs? Are there additional services or
products you think would be beneficial for them?
c. Are there any challenges specific to servicing the Low Income Program? What
are they?
d. Are there any benefits specific to servicing the Low Income Program? What are
they?
Program Delivery
To better understand how the program works, I‘d like to ask you a few questions regarding
program delivery.
1. What role does your firm generally play for the customers participating in this program?
a.

[Probe as needed: do they ever conduct audits as well as install of
measures]

2. What is the process you go through with a typical customer?
a.

[Probe as needed: first call, scheduling, visit/installation, etc.]
i.
ii.

How does a typical customer contact you?
Have specific measures already been identified for installation
when you enter the process? Or do you assist in determining what
measures would benefit the customer?

iii.

(Probe for if they do audits or just installs)

iv.

How is quality control managed?

3. In your opinion, what works particularly well about the process you just described (How
customers learn of the program and contact you for jobs)?
a.

[Probe at each stage mentioned]
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In regards to marketing, what have some of the most effective
promotional activities been for your company?

4. In your opinion, is there anything that can be done to improve the whole process? [Probe
as needed]
a. Scheduling (setting up appointments, allotted time for appointment and inbetween)
b. Interaction with customers, installation measures, conducting the audits (if
appropriate)
5. To your knowledge, how do customers find out about the Program?
6. From what you hear, what seems to be the most effective marketing methods?
a.

Do you think that eligible customers are aware of the program?
i. If not, what barriers are preventing the program from being better known
and utilized by customers?

7. How have customers responded to the program?
a. What do you think they would say about the program?
b. Have there been any common problems or complaints?
8. In your opinion, how well do the services recommended line up with the customers‘
needs? (i.e. would you say customers are getting a realistic and fair assessment of what
their homes need most out of the audits?)
9. To your knowledge, what might be some reasons participants or nonparticipants use only
some of the services available or install only some of the measures recommended?
a.

From your perspective, approximately what percent of
recommendations get done?

b.

Do you ever end up recommending and/or installing measures
beyond what has been recommended?
i. If so, what are the common additional recommendations?

10. Do you have other suggestions for adjustments that might improve delivery?
11. How is your firm informed of changes to the Program? (Probe as needed: by PAs,
implementation vendors, other]
a.

What methods of communication are most effective?
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To your knowledge, what other types of trade allies i.e.,
contractors, are being targeted?

12. Do you currently install air sealing to program participants?
a.

If not, who would?

b.

What affect, if any has it had on your role in the program delivery?
i.

Has it impacted the length of a typical visit?

Program Change Discussion
When the evaluation started, a number of specific issues were identified as important for
further research. I‘d like to ask your opinion regarding these issues.
1. One issue was whether the current $2,000 cap was being changed or eliminated. What are
your thoughts about on this issue?
a. Can you explain how this might impact the program?
b. What do you think the response/outcome would be?
c. How would it improve the program?
d. How would it hurt the program?
2. Similarly, what are your thoughts regarding the current rebate level, set to cover 75% of
incremental cost?
a. Do you feel this is the appropriate rebate amount for the program?
b. Why or why not?
c. In your opinion what is the appropriate balance between the rebate and the cap?
3.

It is our understanding that some or all of the PAs set the price of specific efficiency
measures for participating contractors (i.e., customer get the same price regardless of
contractor). Is this correct?
a. What are the benefits?
b. Are there any drawbacks?
c. What do you think the customer prefers? (i.e., do they feel like they have no
options (can‘t shop around) or does it simplify the process)?
d. How do you feel about it?
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4. There has also been discussion for achieving ―deeper‖ savings in each home. Do you see
opportunities to achieve greater per home savings?
a.

What are they?

b.

What are the costs and savings associated with these extra measures for
each house?

c.

As an example, would it be worthwhile to increase the insulation level in a
participating home‘s attic from R-30 to R-38?

d.

Are these types of deeper, but incremental, savings worthwhile?

5. In your experience, are there any differences in the way the program is designed or
delivered across PAs?
If so…

a.

i. What differences exist?
ii. What are the reasons for the difference?
iii. How are these differences coordinated?
iv. Do these differences contribute positively or negatively to the program?
v. If negative, are there steps being taken to address these?
Program Integration
1. From your perspective, how does Mass Save integrate with other energy-efficiency
programs being run?
a. How does this work for you?
b. How does it work for the customer?
c. Does the customer perceive the experience as one program or multiple programs?
d. Why do you think that is?
vi. Has this aspect of the program changed in 2010? If yes, how?
vii. Do you have any ideas for improving the customers‘ experience?
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Staffing
1. How do your staffing levels align with program demand?
a.

Have there been fluctuations in the amount of work you get through
program.

b.

Have there been periods where you do not get many jobs?

c.

If yes do you know why that was?

d. Do you understand how vendor assigns you the work that you get? Do you have
an assigned region or specific types of jobs?
2. How does your company handle workload increases or decreases?
3. Are there any challenges when balancing the program workload with outside work?
4. Could you take on additional work if it was available?
5. Does participation vary seasonally?
a.

If so, is there anything that could be done to smooth participation
across the year?

Training
1. What specific training and qualifications are required to be a contractor with the Mass
Save Program?
2. What kind of testing is done and how often?
3. Was there training provided to contractors?
4. Was there training provided to participate in the Program?
a. If so, what type(s)?
5. Are there trainings that are still desired or required that need to be pursued?
6. Other than training provided for this program, do you (does your firm) have related
training? (NATE for example?)
Quality Control
Another aspect of program delivery I‘d like to ask a few questions about is quality control.
1. What quality control procedures are in place?
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2. How frequently are there quality issues?
a. What kind? [Probe as needed: with auditors, other contractors, information
provided on recommendations, timing, quality of work, etc,}
b. How are persistent quality issues addressed?
3. Are you (or the contractors) allowed to market for additional program work?
a. If so, do you and how?
4. Do you know of other contractors who have chosen not to participate?
a. If so, do you know their reasons?
b. In your opinion is there anything that can be done to address that?
Data Review
1. Do you report any data on a regular basis to [Implementation firm]?
a. Is all program data stored electronically?
b. What software is used to input, store, and report data?
c. What are the key data elements for reporting?
d. How often do you report data?
e. Are any quality control or quality assurance steps taken to ensure the integrity of
program data?
2. From your perspective, how well does this data management process work?
a. What works best?
b. What could be improved?
c. Have there been any recurring problems with the data tracking systems?
Other

1. Do you have any other comments or areas we did not cover that you would like to tell me
about?
2. Throughout the interview process, has anyone else come to mind who we should interview?
Thank you for your time today. If you think of anything else you would like to discuss, please do
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not hesitate to call or E-mail me.
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Appendix D: Sampling and Weighting Methodology
Sampling
The quality and quantity of data received from each participating PA influenced the construction
of the sample. Generally, the participant sample was stratified by program participation. As a
result, National Grid and NSTAR represent the majority of the sample. However, to ensure
adequate representation for Unitil and WMECO, the Cadmus Team implemented a minimum
target of 70 completes. Since Unitil only had 16 completes for 2010 when the sample was
developed, a census was attempted for the utility.
Program participation tracking databases with missing contact information (i.e., telephone
number or name) or missing participation data (i.e., measure installed) required removing those
participants from the sample, decreasing the number of participants. Each PA‘s database had
some incomplete information requiring the removal of participants from the sample. In general,
the larger PAs provided cleaner and more complete databases. Overall, about one-quarter of all
participants were removed from the sample due to incomplete information.
After removing all participants with missing information from the data, we created a final
sample. We compared the number of participants in the sample by PA to the last participation
date for each PA. This allowed us to estimate the number of customers likely to have participated
in the program in 2010 overall (had data for the entire year been available).
Table 1. Sample Extrapolation
Cape Light
National Grid
NSTAR
Unitil
WMECO

Sample Extrapolation by PA
June 30, 2010
179
July 31, 2010
210
August 16, 2010
225
October 16, 2010
285
September 16, 2010
255

49.7%
58.3%
62.5%
79.2%
70.8%

2.01
1.71
1.60
1.26
1.41

After applying the extrapolation factor to the partial 2010 datasets, we calculated an initial
survey target for each PA by taking the proportion of the total number of extrapolated 2010
participants for each PA, multiplied by the target survey population (1,200). We then adjusted
these numbers to satisfy a minimum sample size for each PA of 70 participants or, in cases
where this was not possible, a census of participants served as the survey target. The final sample
design can be seen in Table 2.
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Table 2. Sampling Design
Actual 2010
Participants
Provided

PA
Cape Light
National Grid
NSTAR
Unitil
WMECO
Total

998
7,496
5,386
16
86
13,982

Percent of
Extrapolated
2010
Survey
Percent of
2010
Extrapolated
Target
Survey Target Total Surveys
Participation Participants (Unadjusted) (Adjusted)
(Adjusted)
2,007
12,850
8,617
20
121
23,615

8.5%
54.4%
36.5%
0.1%
0.5%
100%

102
653
438
1
6
1,200

102
612
400
16
70
1,200

8.5%
51.0%
33.3%
1.3%
5.8%
100%

Weighting
Once the final survey data was received, we divided the proportion of the survey to be made up
by each PA according to the sampling plan by the proportion of the survey actually made up by
each PA. Weighting variables by this value allowed for the survey results to more accurately
reflect the sample population stratified by PA. The survey was only stratified by PA, so no
further weighting was required.
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Appendix E: Participant Survey

2010 Mass Save Home Energy Assessment
Program
Participant Questionnaire
A.

Introduction

Hello, my name is _______________ and I am calling from OPINION DYNAMICS CORPORATION on
behalf of Massachusetts utilities and energy efficiency organizations about some of the
programs and services they offer to residential customers, including the home energy
assessment you had done recently through <PA NAME>’s Mass Save program. The survey
should take around 20 minutes and the information you provide will help the sponsors improve
their programs and services. Your responses will be kept strictly confidential. [IF NEEDED: THE
PROGRAM IS ALSO KNOWN AS RESIDENTIAL CONSERVATION SERVICES PROGRAM]

A1.

May I speak with <CONTACT NAME>?
1.
2.
8.
9.

Yes
No
(Don’t know)
(Refused)

[IF A1<>1, SKIP TO A1b]
A1a. Are you the person in your household who knows what the auditor did during the home energy
assessment and what the auditor recommended?
1.
2.
8.
9.

Yes [CONTINUE TO A2]
No
(DON’T KNOW)
(REFUSED) [TERMINATE]

A1b. Is there someone else in your home I could speak to now who has been involved in the home
energy assessment?
1.
2.
8.
9.

Yes
No
Don’t know
Refused
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[IF A1b<>1, SKIP TO TERMINATE SCREEN or SCHEDULE CALL BACK]
[CONTINUE WITH CORRECT CONTACT]
A2. First of all, let me confirm that you received a home energy assessment through <PA NAME>’s
Mass Save program in the past two years. Is that correct?
1.
Yes
2.
No
8.
Don’t know
9.
Refused

[IF A2= 2 OR 9, SKIP TO TERMINATE SCREEN]
[IF A2=1, SKIP TO SECTION B]
A2a. Do you recall having someone from the Residential Conservation Services program come out to
your home to evaluate the energy efficiency of your home, provide you with information about ways to
save energy, and possibly install some energy saving products such as energy saving light bulbs or
weather-stripping materials?
1.
2.
8.
9.

Yes
No
(Don’t know)
(Refused)

[IF A2a<>1, SKIP TO TERMINATE SCREEN]

B.

Program Awareness

B1.

How did you first learn about the home energy assessment opportunity?
1. (Mass Save billboard)
2. (Radio unspecified)
3. (Mass Save Red Sox Radio promotion)
4. (TV)
5. (Newspaper)
6. (Mass Save online advertisement)
7. (Mass Save booth at event, game or festival)
8. (Utility or Cape Light Compact mailing or marketing materials, bill insert)
9. (Visited Mass Save.com)
10. (Word of mouth – friend, family, neighbor, coworker, etc)
11. (Contractor)
00. (Other, specify)
98. (Don’t know)
99. (Refused)

B2.

There is a state wide campaign called Mass Save that refers to the state’s energy efficiency
efforts. We’re interested in all of the places where you may have heard about the Mass Save
campaign. Have you ever… *1=Yes, 2=NO, 8=DK, 9=Ref+ [ROTATE]
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Seen a Mass Save billboard
Heard a Mass Save Red Sox Promotion on Red Sox Radio (WEEI)
Heard about Mass Save on TV
Seen a newspaper article or press release about Mass Save?
Seen online advertising for Mass Save?
Visited or seen a Mass Save booth at a public event, game or festival?
Received Mass Save brochures while visiting the HGTV Green Home? [If needed: The
green home in Plymouth, Massachusetts was featured in an HGTV home giveaway
contest this summer]
8. [ANCHOR] Seen or heard anything else about Mass Save? [SPECIFY]
[SKIP IF B2a-h ALL <>1]
B3.
How influential was the Mass Save marketing you just mentioned in your decision to receive the
home energy assessment? Use a scale from 0 to 10 where 0 is “not at all influential” and 10 is
“extremely influential”. *0-10, 97=NA, 98=DK, 99=Ref]

B5.

After hearing about Mass Save, did you do any of the following activities? [1=Yes, 2=NO, 8=DK,
9=Ref] [ROTATE]
a. Visit MassSave.com
b. Visit a utility or energy services provider website
c. Use an online search engine to look for more information about saving energy
d. Call your utility or energy services provider 800 number for more information
e. Discuss Mass Save with friends or family
f. Discuss Mass Save with a contractor

[ASK IF B5a<>1]
B4.
Did you know MassSave has a website, called MassSave.com?
1.
(Yes)
2.
(No)
8.
(Don’t know)
9.
(Refused)

[ASK IF B5a=1 or IF B4=1]
B6.
In the past six months, how many times have you visited the MassSave.com website?
1. None
2. Once
3. 2-5 times
4. 6-10
5. 10 or more
8. (Don’t know)
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What was the main reason why you decided to participate in the MassSave program?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
00.
98.
99.

(Learn how to lower my energy bills)
(Learn how to save energy)
(Learn how to make my home more comfortable/warmer/less drafty)
(Receive free products like CFLs, showerheads, etc.)
(Learn what rebates exist)
(Other [SPECIFY])
(Don’t know)
(Refused)

[IF B7<>2, SKIP TO SECTION C]
B7a. What is your MAIN motivation for saving energy? Is it to… [INTERVIEWER: If respondent gives
you more than one reason, stress that you are interested in the MAIN reason and attempt to get
a single reason.]
1.
2.
3.

Save money on energy bills
Protect the environment
Reduce our dependence on foreign oil

4.

(More than one reason/All of the above)

8.
9.

(Don’t know)
(Refused)

C.

Screening Visit – Initial Audit

C1.

As you probably know participation in the Mass Save program includes home energy
assessments, where an auditor visits your home to determine ways you might be able to reduce
your home’s energy consumption. How many visits were involved in your participation in the
Mass Save program?

1.
One
2.
Two
3.
(Three or more)
6.
None
8.
Don’t know
9.
Refused
[IF C1=6, 8, OR 9, TERMINATE]
[GENERATE VARIABLE: <NUM_AUDIT>. IF C1=1, THEN <NUM_AUDIT>=VISIT; IF C1=2 OR 3, THEN
<NUM_AUDIT>=VISITS]
C2.

During the <NUM_AUDIT> did the auditor give you or install free products in your home? [IF
NECESSARY: Products include, light bulbs, faucet aerators, and low-flow shower heads, etc.]
1.
Yes
2.
No
8.
(Don’t know)
9.
(Refused)

[IF C2<>1, SKIP to C14]
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I want to ask you about the specific products that you were given or were installed in your home.
Please understand, that because everyone‘s home is unique in age, layout and need, the auditor
only installed measures and offered suggestion specific to your home‘s unique needs. So some of
these measures may not have been needed by your home and therefore were not offered by your
auditor.
C3.

Did the auditor install compact fluorescent light bulbs?
1.
2.
8.
9.

Yes
No
(Don’t know)
(Refused)

[ASK IF C3=1 AND <NUM_AUDIT>=VISITS]
C3a.

Were the CFLs installed during the first or second visit to your home?

1.
2.
3.
8.
9.

First
Second
(Both)
(Don’t know)
(Refused)

[IF C3 <> 1, SKIP TO C4]
C3b.

Did the auditor take your old light bulbs or were you able to keep your old bulbs?
1.

Auditor took light bulbs

2.

Kept old light bulbs

3.

(Took some/Kept some)

8.
9.

(Don’t know)
(Refused)

C4.
Did the auditor give you any compact fluorescent light bulbs that he or she did not
install?
1.
2.
8.
9.

Yes
No
(Don’t know)
(Refused)
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[IF C4<>1, SKIP TO C5]
C4b.

Have you installed any of these light bulbs?
1.
2.
8.
9.

C5.

Yes
No
(Don’t know)
(Refused)

Did the auditor install faucet aerators *“AIR-RATE-ORS”+?
1.
2.
8.
9.

Yes
No
(Don’t know)
(Refused)

[ASK IF C5=1 AND <NUM_AUDIT>=VISITS]
C5a.

Did the auditor install the faucet aerators on the first or second visit?

1.
2.
3.
8.
9.

C6.

First
Second
(Both)
(Don’t know)
(Refused)

Did the auditor install low-flow showerheads?
1.
2.
8.
9.

Yes
No
(Don’t know)
(Refused)

[ASK IF C6=1 AND <NUM_AUDIT>=VISITS]
C6a.

Did the auditor install the low-flow showerheads on the first or second visit?
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First
Second
(Both)
(Don’t know)
(Refused)

DID THE AUDITOR SEAL THE HEATING AND COOLING DUCTS IN YOUR HOME?
1.
2.
8.
9.

Yes
No
(Don’t know)
(Refused)

[ASK IF C7=1 AND <NUM_AUDIT>=VISITS]
C7a.

Did the auditor seal the heating and cooling ducts on the first or second visit?

1.
2.
3.
8.
9.

C8.

First
Second
(Both)
(Don’t know)
(Refused)

Did the auditor seal air leaks throughout your home to stop any drafts?
1.
2.
8.
9.

Yes
No
(Don’t know)
(Refused)

[ASK IF C8=1 AND <NUM_AUDIT>=VISITS]
C8a.

Did the auditor seal the air leaks on the first or second visit?

1.
2.
3.
8.
9.

C9.

First
Second
(Both)
(Don’t know)
(Refused)

Did the auditor install a programmable thermostat?
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Yes
No
(Don’t know)
(Refused)

[ASK IF C9=1 AND <NUM_AUDIT>=VISITS]
C9a.

Did the auditor install the programmable thermostat on the first or second visit?

1.
2.
3.
8.
9.

First
Second
(Both)
(Don’t know)
(Refused)

C10. Are the energy efficient products that were installed as a result of the audit still installed in your
home? [IF NECESSARY: This includes both products the auditor left behind and those the auditor
installed]
1.
2.
8.
9.

Yes
No
(Don’t know)
(Refused)

[IF C10 <>2, SKIP to C13]
C11. Which energy efficient measures are not still installed? (MARK ALL THAT APPLY) [MULTIPLE
RESPONSE]
1.
2.
3.
6.
8.
9.

(CFLs or other lighting measures)
(Faucet Aerators)
(Low-flow Showerheads)
(No measures have been uninstalled)
(Don’t know)
(Refused)

[IF C11=6, 8, or 9, SKIP]
C12. Why did you remove the products? [OPEN END]
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[IF C9<>1, SKIP]
C13. Do you use the programmable thermostat?
1.
2.
8.
9.

Yes
No
(Don’t know)
(Refused)

[IF C13 <>2, SKIP TO C14]
C13A. [OPEN END][] Why don’t you use you your programmable thermostat?

[GENERATE VARIABLE <FIRST>. IF <NUM_AUDIT>=VISIT, THEN <FIRST>=‖ ―; ELSE
IF <NUM_AUDIT>=VISITS, THEN <FIRST>=first.]

C14.

Did you receive an audit report after the <FIRST> audit?
1.
2.
8.
9.

Yes
No
(Don’t know)
(Refused)

[ASK, IF <NUM_AUDIT>=VISITS]
C14a. Did you receive an audit report after the second audit?
1.
2.
8.
9.

Yes
No
(Don’t know)
(Refused)

[ASK IF C14a OR C14 = 1]
C15. [IF ONLY ONE C14 OR C14a = 1]Did the audit report/[IF BOTH C14 AND C14a = 1]
Did either audit report… list the energy efficient home improvements that the auditor
recommended?
1.
2.
8.
9.

Yes
No
(Don’t know)
(Refused)

[IF NUM_AUDIT=VISITS, SKIP TO SECTION D]
C16.

Did the auditor recommend a second energy audit so that you could learn even more
ways to reduce your home energy use?
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Yes
No
(Don’t know)
(Refused)

[ASK IF C16=1, ELSE SKIP TO D3]
C16a. Why did you choose not to have the second audit?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
8.
9.

D.

(Lack of time availability)
(Uninterested)
(It was not recommended)
(Did not know it was available)
(Did have second audit done/records are incorrect)
(Needed to have work done on my home first and chose not to do it )
(Don’t know)
(Refused)

Diagnostic Visit – Second Audit

[IF NUM_AUDIT=VISIT, SKIP TO D3]
D1.
In order to set up the second audit, did you make the appointment during the first visit, did you
make another call to schedule the second audit, or did someone from the program contact you
after the first audit?
1.
2.
3.
8.
9.

I was able to schedule the second audit during the first audit
I had to make another phone call
Someone contacted me to schedule the second audit visit
(Don’t know)
(Refused)

D2. Why did you decide to have the second audit?
1.
2.
3.
4.
7.
8.
9.

(Wanted the free product/services (AIR-SEALING, DUCT SEALING, PROGRAMMABLE
THERMOSTAT ETC)
(Wanted further direction to improve the efficiency of my house)
(Wanted to learn what other rebates exist)
(Was told that was the next step)
(Other)
(Don’t know)
(Refused)

[IF NUM_AUDITS=VISITS, READ] I now want to ask you some questions about the home energy
assessments. Please think about both visits in answering these questions.
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D3.
Did you receive information on rebates for other energy efficient home improvements
during the home assessment?
1.
2.
8.
9.
D4.

Yes
No
(Don’t know)
(Refused)

Using a scale from 0 to 10, where 0 is “I learned nothing at all,” and 10 is “I learned a great
deal,” how much do you feel you learned about opportunities to save energy in your home as a
result of the energy assessment?
Record Answer: ___
8.
9.

(Don’t know)
(Refused)

D4a.

[OPEN END][ASK If C19< 5, OTHERWISE SKIP TO C10] Why do you say you did not learn much
about opportunities to save energy in your home?

E.

Program Satisfaction and Audit Report [ASK ALL]

E1.

On a scale from 0 to 10, where 0 is extremely dissatisfied and 10 is extremely satisfied, how
satisfied are you with the quality of information provided by the program?
Record Answer: ___
8.
9.

E2.

(Don’t know)
(Refused)

[ASK IF E1< 5, OTHERWISE SKIP TO E3] Why are you dissatisfied with the quality of the
information provided by the program? [OPEN END]

[IF NUM_AUDITS=VISIT, SKIP to E3] In thinking about both of the audits you had performed…
E3.

On a scale from 0 to 10, where 0 is extremely dissatisfied and 10 is extremely satisfied, how
satisfied were you with the home energy assessment as a whole experience, that is, setting up the
audit appointment(s), the actual visits of the energy auditor to your house and the follow-up
afterwards?
Record Answer: ___
8.
9.

(Don’t know)
(Refused)

[IF E3 = 8 OR 9, SKIP TO E6]
E4.

[OPEN END] Why do you say that?
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[IF C14a AND C14<> 1, SKIP TO E11] [IF C14a AND C14 = 1, READ]
You confirmed that you received two audits reports, one from each of the home assessments. I
would like to ask you some questions about your satisfaction with the reports, please think about
both reports in your responses to the questions.
[IF ONLY C14 = 1 OR C14a=1, READ]
I would like to ask you some questions about your satisfaction with the audit report you received.
E6.

On a scale from 0 to 10, where 0 means “not useful at all” and 10 means “very useful”, how useful
was the report?
Record Answer: ___
8.
9.

E7.

(Don’t know)
(Refused)

[ASK If E6< 5, OTHERWISE SKIP TO E9] What aspect(s) of the report did you not find useful?
[OPEN END]
8.
9.

(Don’t know)
(Refused)

[IF <TOTALMEASURES>=0, SKIP TO SECTION CN]
E11.

My records show that you received an incentive through the Mass Save program for equipment
that you purchased or installed as a result of the home energy assessment. Did you in fact…
[ASK ONLY THOSE MEASURES THAT = 1]
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

Install a new <AIR CONDITIONER> [1,2,8,9]
Buy a new <FREEZER> [1,2,8,9]
Install a new <HEATING SYSTEM> [1,2,8,9]
Buy a new <REFRIGERATOR> [1,2,8,9]
Install a new <WATER HEATER> [1,2,8,9]
Install new <WINDOWS> [1,2,8,9]
Install new <INSULATION> [1,2,8,9]

[GEN VARIABLES:
IF E11a = 1, THEN <V_AC> = 1; >, IF E11a = 2, 8, or 9, THEN <V_AC> = 0, IF E11a = WR,
THEN <V_AC>=<AIR CONDITIONER>
IF E11b = 1, THEN <V_FREEZER> = 1; IF E11b = 2, 8, or 9, THEN <V_FREEZER> = 0, IF
E11b = WR, THEN <V_FREEZER>=<FREEZER>
IF E11c = 1, THEN <V_HVAC> = 1; IF E11c = 2, 8, or 9, THEN <V_HVAC> = 0, IF E11c =
WR, THEN <V_HVAC>=<HEATING_SYSTEM>
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IF E11d = 1, THEN <V_REF> = 1; IF E11d = 2, 8, or 9, THEN <V_REF> = 0, IF E11d = WR,
THEN <V_REF>=<REFRIGERATOR>
IF E11e = 1, THEN <V_H2O> = 1; IF E11d = 2, 8, or 9, THEN <V_H2O> = 0, IF E11d = WR,
THEN <V_H20>=<WATER_HEATER>
IF E11f = 1, THEN <V_WIND> = 1; IF E11f = 2, 8, or 9, THEN <V_WIND> = 0, IF E11f =
WR, THEN <V_WIND>=<WINDOWS>
IF E11g = 1, THEN <V_INSUL> = 1; IF E11g = 2, 8, or 9, THEN <V_INSUL> = 0, IF E11g =
WR, THEN <V_INSUL>=<INSULATION>]

[SKIP IF <V_INSUL>=0]
You said that you upgraded your home‘s insulation. Did you upgrade the insulation in
your… [MARK ALL THAT APPLY]
E13.

1.
2.
3.
4.
8.
9.

Attic
Wall
Basement or Floor or
Some other place in your home
(Don’t know)
(Refused)

E15A. Did the auditor recommend any additional energy efficient home improvements that you did not
make?
1.
Yes
2.
No
8.
(Don’t know)
9.
(Refused)
[ASK E17 THROUGH E24 IF E15A=1, OTHERWISE SKIP TO E25]
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E15B. What were these home improvements? [MARK ALL THAT APPLY]
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

(Air Conditioning)
(Freezer)
(Heating System; i.e. furnace or boiler)
(Refrigerator)
(Water Heater)
(Windows)
(Insulation in General)
(Attic Insulation)
(Wall Insulation)
(Basement/Floor Insulation)
(Other Insulation)

00.

(Other [SPECIFY])

E17. How did you decide which of the recommended energy efficient home improvements to make,
and which to skip?
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

(Time availability)
(Cost of measure)
(Amount of rebate)
(Landlord chose)

(Other [SPECIFY])

8. (Don’t know)
9. (Refused)

E22. What changes to the program would have to be made to make it easier for you to make ALL of the
recommended energy efficient home improvements? [OPEN END]

E24. Do you plan to make any of these energy efficient improvements in the future?
1.
2.
8.
9.

Yes
No
(Don’t know)
(Refused)

[IF E24 <>1, SKIP TO E25]
E24a. When do you plan to make these energy efficient improvements?
1.
2.
3.
8.
9.

(Within next six months)
(Within next seven to twelve months)
(At least another year)
(Don’t know)
(Refused)
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E25. Are there any energy efficient home improvements that you wish were covered by the program
but aren’t currently?
1.
2.
8.
9.

Yes
No
(Don’t know)
(Refused)

[IF E25 <> 1, SKIP TO SECTION G]
E26. What energy efficient improvements do you wish were included in the program? [OPEN END]

G.

Quality of Installation

[IF <V_AC>, <V_HVAC>, <V_H20>, <V_WIND>, AND <V_INSUL> = 0, SKIP TO NEXT
SECTION]
G1.

As we discussed you had equipment installed. Who performed the installation?
[PROMPT IF NECESSARY]
[MARK ALL THAT APPLY]
1. (I/we did (RESPONDENT))
2. (A contractor)
3. (Landlord or property manager)

5.

(Retailer/Company where I bought the appliance)

8. (Don‘t know)
9. (Refused)

[IF G1<>2, SKIP TO H1]
G2. How did you find the contractor?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
8.
9.

(The landlord or property manager hired the contractor)
(Auditor provided recommendation/list of contractors)
(Have used this contractor in the past)
(A list on the MassSAVE website)
(A list on the <PA NAME> website)
(Other)
(Don’t know)
(Refused)

[if G2 = 1, SKIP to G7]
G3. What was the main reason why you decided to work with this particular contractor?
1.
2.
3.
4.

(Convenient/it was easy)
(Have worked with the contractor before)
(It felt like my only option)
(Cheapest)

5. (Other (specify))
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8. (Don‘t know)
9. (Refused)
[IF G3 = 2, SKIP TO G7]
G4.

On a scale from 0 to 10 where 0 is “Not at all helpful” and 10 is “Extremely helpful,” How helpful
was the program in helping you find a contractor?
Record Response:_____

96. (Not applicable)
98.

(Don‘t know)

99.

(Refused)

[IF G4<5, ASK G6]
G6.

[OPEN END]What would have made this process of finding a contractor easier for you?

G7.

Overall, how satisfied were you with the work done by the contractor? Use a scale from 0-10,
where 0 is “not at all satisfied” and 10 is “extremely satisfied”.
Record response: _______

8. (Don‘t know)
9. (Refused)
[ASK IF G7< 5, OTHERWISE SKIP TO NEXT SECTION]
G8. What problems did you experience with the contractor? [OPEN END]

CN. CFL Direct Install NTG Questions
[IF C3, C4, C8 AND C9 <> 1, SKIP]
I have some questions about some of the free services and products that were included in your home
energy assessment.

[IF C3 <> 1 AND C4 <>1, SKIP TO NEXT SECTION]
You mentioned you received compact fluorescent light bulbs during the home energy assessment. For
the next several questions, I am going to refer to them as C-F-Ls.

CN1. Before the home energy assessment did you have any CFLs installed in your home?
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(Yes)
(No)
(Don’t know)
(Refused)

[IF CN1 <> 1, SKIP TO CN3]
CN2. Did the CFLs installed during the home energy assessment replace standard incandescent
bulbs or older CFLs?
1.
2.
3.
8.
9.

(Incandescent Standard)
(CFLs)
(Both)
(Don’t know)
(Refused)

CN3. If you had not received free CFLs during the home energy assessment, would you have
installed any CFLs on your own within the next year?
1.
2.
8.
9.

(Yes)
(No)
(Don’t know)
(Refused)

[IF CN3 <> 1, SKIP TO NEXT SECTION]
CN4. If you had not received free CFLs during the home energy assessment, would you have
installed the same number or fewer CFLs than were installed?
1.
2.
3.
8.
9.

We would have installed FEWER CFLs
We would have installed the SAME number of CFLs
(We would have installed more)
(Don’t know)
(Refused)

CN5. If you had not received free CFLs from the home energy assessment, when would you
have bought CFLs on your own?
1.
2.
3.
4.
8.
9.

At roughly the same time
Within a few months
Within a year
(More than a year)
(Don’t know)
(Refused)
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DN. Direct Install NTG
[GEN VAR: <THER_SEAL> = INSTALL A PROGRAMMABLE THERMOSTAT (C9=1) or
PERFORM AIR LEAK SEALING (C8=1); IF C8 AND C9 BOTH = 1, RANDOMLY SELECT;
IF BOTH C8 AND C9 <>1, SKIP TO NEXT SECTION]
DN1. I’d like to ask you more questions about another service that the team performed. Before learning
about the Mass Save program, were you already planning to <THER_SEAL>? [IF NEEDED: planning,
but had not made a purchase]
1.
2.
8.
9.

Yes
No
(Don’t know)
(Refused)

[SKIP IF DN1<> 1]
DN2. Was it already in your budget to <THER_SEAL> BEFORE YOU LEARNED ABOUT THE MASS SAVE
PROGRAM?
1.
2.
8.
9.

Yes
No
(Don’t know)
(Refused)

[SKIP IF DN1<> 1]
DN3. Would you say it happened earlier than you had originally planned BECAUSE of the home energy
assessment? That is, did you <THER_SEAL> earlier…
1.
2.
8.
9.

Because of the home energy assessment or
NOT because of the home energy assessment
(Don’t know)
(Refused)

[IF DN3 <> 1 OR 2, SKIP TO DN5]
DN4. If the team hadn‘t done it, when do you think you would have done it? [IF NEEDED: That
is <THER_SEAL]. Would you have done it within six months, between six months and a
year, or more than a year later than they did?
1.

Within six months

2.

Between six months and a year

3.
8.
9.

More than a year
(Don’t know)
(Refused)

DN5. IF THE HOME ENERGY ASSESSMENT TEAM HAD NOT DONE IT, HOW LIKELY
WOULD YOU HAVE BEEN TO <THERM_SEAL>? Use a scale from 0-10, where 0 is
―not at all likely‖ and 10 is ―extremely likely‖.
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Record response:_____
8. (Don’t know)
9. (Refused)

H.

Incented Measures NTG Questions

[<MEASURE> = <MEASURE1> OR <MEASURE2>; REPEAT H1-H6 FOR <MEASURE1> AND <MEASURE2>
(UNLESS <MEASURE2>=“ “]
[SKIP TO SECTION F (OR MEASURE2) IF:
IF <MEASURE> = <V_AC> AND <V_AC>=0
IF <MEASURE> = <V_HVAC> AND <V_HVAC>=0
IF <MEASURE> = <V_REF> AND <V_REF>=0
IF <MEASURE> = V_FREEZE> AND <V_FREEZE>=0
IF <MEASURE> = <V_H20> AND <V_H20>=0
IF <MEASURE> = <V_WIND> AND <V_WIND>=0
IF <MEASURE> = <V_INSUL> AND <V_INSUL>=0]
I have some questions about your decision to install the new <MEASURE1> that was recommended by
the Mass Save auditor.

[IF MEASURE2 = ― ―, SKIP TO H1]
I also wanted to ask you about your decision to install <MEASURE2>…
H1.

Before learning about the Mass Save program, were you already planning to buy (a) new
<MEASURE>? [IF NEEDED: planning, but had not made a purchase]
1. Yes
2. No

8. (Don‘t know)
9. (Refused)
[IF <MEASURE>=INSULATION, SKIP TO H3]
H2. [SKIP IF H1<>1]Were you planning to purchase a <MEASURE> with the same level of energy
efficiency before you learned about the Mass Save program?
1. Yes
2. No

8. (Don‘t know)
9. (Refused)
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[SKIP IF H1<> 1]Was it already IN your budget to purchase (a) new <MEASURE> BEFORE YOU
LEARNED ABOUT THE MASS SAVE PROGRAM?
1. Yes
2. No

8. (Don‘t know)
9. (Refused)
H4.

Did you purchase the <MEASURE> earlier than you had originally planned because of the rebate
you received through the MassSave program, or did the rebate not change the timing of when you
purchased the <MEASURE>? That is, did you purchase it earlier…
1. because of the rebate or
2. NOT because of the rebate

8. (Don‘t know)
9. (Refused)
[IF H4>2 SKIP TO H6]
H5.

If you had not received a rebate, when would you have purchased the <MEASURE>? Would
you have purchased the <MEASURE> within six months, between six months and a year, or
more than a year later than you did?

1.

Within six months

2.

Between six months and a year

3.
8.
9.

More than a year
(Don’t know)
(Refused)

H6. How influential was the Mass Save program rebate on your decision to install the high efficiency
<MEASURE>? Use a scale from 0-10, where 0 is “not at all influential” and 10 is “extremely
influential”.
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Record response:_____

8. (Don‘t know)
9. (Refused)
[IF <MEASURE2>= ― ―, CONTINUE TO H7]

H7.

Did you receive financial assistance or a rebate from a source other than <PA NAME>
for purchasing or installing the <V_AC>, <V_HVAC>, <V_REF>, V_FREEZE>,
<V_H20>, <V_WIND>, and <V_INSUL>?

1. Yes
2. No

8. (Don‘t know)
9. (Refused)

[IF H7<>1, SKIP TO SECTION F]
H8.

Who did you receive the additional financial assistance or rebate from? [INDICATE ALL
THAT APPLY]
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Dealer
Manufacturer
Local government
State tax credit
Federal tax credit

6. Other [specify]
8. (Don‘t know)
9. (Refused)

H9.

About how much did you receive from the additional source? [OPEN END NUMERIC]

H10.

How influential was the additional funding in your decision to install the <V_AC>, <V_HVAC>,
<V_REF>, V_FREEZE>, <V_H20>, <V_WIND>, and <V_INSUL>? Use a scale from 0-10, where 0 is
“not at all influential” and 10 is “extremely influential”.
Record response:_____

8. (Don‘t know)
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9. (Refused)

F.

Incentive Cap

[IF <V_AC>, <V_HVAC>, <V_REF>, V_FREEZE>, <V_H20>, <V_WIND>, and <V_INSUL> ALL = 0, SKIP TO
NEXT SECTION]
F1. The program currently provides a rebate of 75% of the cost of installing certain energy efficient
measures with $2,000 being the most that will be paid. Did this cap affect the number of energy
efficient improvements you made to your home?
1.
2.
8.
9.

Yes
No
(Don’t know)
(Refused)

[IF F1<>1, SKIP to F4]
F1a. Did the $2,000 cap encourage you to make more energy efficient improvements than you had
planned or did it limit the number of improvements you were able to make?
1.
2.
8.
9.

(Encouraged me to make more improvements than I had planned)
(Limited the number of improvements I expected to do)
(Don’t know)
(Refused)

[IF F1a<>2, SKIP to F4]
F2.

If the program did not have a cap of $2,000 so that you would have received 75% of the TOTAL
costs of installing ALL of the recommended energy efficient improvements, would you have made
additional improvements to your home?
1.
2.
8.
9.

Yes
No
(Don’t know)
(Refused)

F3.

[ASK IF F2=2, OTHERWISE SKIP TO F4] How much more additional money would the cap have to
be to allow you to make additional improvements? [INTERVIEWER: The amount should not be the
total, but the additional dollars] [OPEN END]

F4.

If the cap were decreased, such that the program covered only 50% of up to $2,000 of the cost,
would you still have made all the improvements that you did?
1.
2.
8.
9.

F5.

Yes
No
(Don’t know)
(Refused)

[ASK IF F4=2, OTHERWISE SKIP TO G1] Which improvements would you have not installed?
[OPEN END]
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Spillover [ASK ALL]
As a result of what you learned by participating in the MassSave program, have you made any
additional energy saving home improvements for which you did not receive a utility incentive or
rebates?
1. Yes
2. No

8. (Don‘t know)
9. (Refused)

[ASK IF I1= 1, OTHERWISE SKIP TO I7]
I2.

What additional improvements did you make since the assessment to reduce your household
energy consumption? [OPEN END]

I3.

How influential was the Mass Save program experience on your decision to make these additional
improvements? Use a scale from 0-10, where 0 is “not at all influential” and 10 is “extremely
influential”.
Record response:_____

8. (Don‘t know)
9. (Refused)
I4.

As a result of what you learned by participating in the MassSave program, have you changed your
behaviors to reduce your household energy consumption?
1. Yes
2. No

8. (Don‘t know)
9. (Refused)
[ASK IF I4= 1, OTHERWISE SKIP TO I7]
I5. What behaviors have you changed since the assessment to reduce your household energy
consumption? [OPEN END]
I6.

HOW influential was the Mass Save program experience on your decision to change these
behaviors? Use a scale from 0-10, where 0 is “not at all influential” and 10 is “extremely
influential”.
Record response:_____

8. (Don‘t know)
9. (Refused)
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Have you noticed a reduction in your energy use on your bills since you participated in the
MassSave program?
1. Yes
2. No

3. (Do not pay close attention to my energy bills/Someone else pays the bill)
6. (Not applicable/New home)
8. (Don‘t know)
9. (Refused)
[IF I7 <> 1 OR 2, SKIP TO I9]
I8.

On a scale from 0-10, where 0 is “extremely dissatisfied” and 10 is “extremely satisfied”, how
satisfied are you with the energy savings you have seen by participating in the Mass Save
program?
Record Response:_______

8. (Don‘t know)
9. (Refused)
I9.

Do you have suggestions for any potential improvements that could be made to the Mass Save
program? [OPEN END]

6. (No suggestions)
8. (Don‘t know)
9. (Refused)

NE: Non-Energy Benefits
Since receiving the energy audit and energy efficiency improvements, you may have noticed
other changes in your household other than changes in your energy use. I‘m going to read you a
list of potential changes. After each one, please tell me if this is something you have noticed
since making the improvements to your home.
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[ASK NE1, IF ANY <V_WIND>, <V_INSUL>, <V_AC>, <V_HVAC>, C7, C8, OR C9 = 1]
NE1. Have you noticed any changes in the thermal comfort of your home? Is it is a positive
change or a negative change? [IF NEEDED: That is, if the temperature in your home is
more comfortable, it would be a positive change, and if the temperature in your home is
less comfortable it would be a negative change.]
1.
2.

Yes, Positive change
Yes, Negative Change

3.

No Change

8.

(Don‘t know)

9.

(Refused)

[ASK NE2, IF <V_WIND> OR <V_INSUL> = 1]
NE2. Have you noticed any changes in the amount of noise you hear from outside your home?
Is it is a positive change or a negative change?
1.
2.

Yes, Positive change
Yes, Negative Change

3.

No Change

8.

(Don‘t know)

9.

(Refused)

[ASK NE5-7, IF ANY <V_WIND>, <V_INSUL>, <V_AC>, <V_HVAC>, C7, C8, OR C9 = 1]
NE5. Have you noticed any changes in the number of sick days lost from work or school? Is it
is a positive change or a negative change? [IF NEEDED: That is, if you experience fewer
sick days, it would be a positive change, and if you experience more sick days it would be a
negative change.]
1.
2.

Yes, Positive change
Yes, Negative Change

3.

No Change

8.

(Don‘t know)

9.

(Refused)
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NE6. Have you noticed any changes in the frequency or intensity of chronic health conditions
such as asthma? Is it is a positive change or a negative change? [IF NEEDED: That is, if
your health issues have improved, it would be a positive change, and if your health issues
have worsened it would be a negative change.]
1.
2.

Yes, Positive change
Yes, Negative Change

3.

No Change

8.

(Don‘t know)

9.

(Refused)

NE7. Have you noticed any changes in the frequency or intensity of other illnesses such as
colds or flus? Is it is a positive change or a negative change? [IF NEEDED: That is, if you
experience fewer illnesses, it would be a positive change, and if you experience more
illnesses it would be a negative change.]
1.
2.

Yes, Positive change
Yes, Negative Change

3.

No Change

8.

(Don‘t know)

9.

(Refused)

[ASK NE12 IF <V_AC>, <V_HVAC>, <V_REF>, <V_H20>, <V_WIND>, and
<V_INSUL>=1]
NE12. Have you noticed any changes in your ability to sell or rent your home in the future? Is it
is a positive change or a negative change? [IF NEEDED: That is, if you believe it will be
easier to sell your home because of these improvements it would be a positive change,
and if you believe it may be harder to sell your home because of the improvements it
would be a negative change]
1.
2.

Yes, Positive change
Yes, Negative Change

3.

No Change

8.

(Don‘t know)

9.

(Refused)
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[ASK NE14, IF ANY <V_AC>, <V_HVAC>, <V_REF>, V_FREEZE>, <V_H20>, <V_WIND>,
<V_INSUL>, C7, C8 OR C9 =1]
NE14. [OPEN END]Since receiving the energy audit and energy efficiency improvements, have
you noticed any other impacts on your household [IF I7=1, READ] other than changes in
energy use?

6. (No impacts)
8. (Don‘t know)
9. (Refused)

GR. Green Battery
GR1.

I am going to read you a list of five reasons why people might decide to make energy efficient
improvements in their homes. Please tell me which of these would be the most important
reason as to why you would make energy efficient improvements in your home. [READ LIST. IF
DON’T KNOW PLEASE PROBE “IF YOU HAD TO CHOOSE FROM THE FOLLOWING REASONS WHICH
ONE WOULD MOTIVATE YOU THE MOST?”+
1.
Saving money on your energy bill
2.
Improved comfort of your home
3.
Protecting the environment
4.
For the benefit of future generations
5.
Reducing our dependence on foreign oil
8.
(Don’t know)
9.
(Refused)

GR2.

Now I’m going to read you a few statements. Please tell me how strongly you agree or disagree
with each one using a 5 point scale where 1 is strongly disagree, 2 is somewhat disagree, 3
neither agree nor disagree, 4 is somewhat agree and 5 is strongly agree. How about…

GR2a. Energy efficient improvements are too expensive [READ RESPONSES IF NEEDED]

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
8.
9.

Strongly Disagree
Somewhat Disagree
Neither Agree Nor Disagree
Somewhat Agree
Strongly Agree
(Don’t know)
(Refused)

GR2b. Energy efficient equipment doesn’t look very good [READ RESPONSES IF NEEDED]
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Strongly Disagree
Somewhat Disagree
Neither Agree Nor Disagree
Somewhat Agree
Strongly Agree
(Don’t know)
(Refused)

GR2c. Energy efficient equipment doesn’t perform very well [READ RESPONSES IF NEEDED]

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
8.
9.

Strongly Disagree
Somewhat Disagree
Neither Agree Nor Disagree
Somewhat Agree
Strongly Agree
(Don’t know)
(Refused)

GR2d. Energy efficient equipment is hard to find [READ RESPONSES IF NEEDED]

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
8.
9.

Strongly Disagree
Somewhat Disagree
Neither Agree Nor Disagree
Somewhat Agree
Strongly Agree
(Don’t know)
(Refused)

HC. HOUSEHOLD CHARACTERISTICS
We are close to being done. I would now like to ask you a few questions about your home.
These questions are for classification purposes only.
HC1.

Which of the following best describes your home? [READ RESPONSE CATEGORIES]
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Single family home
Two-family duplex or flat
Triple decker
low-rise (3 stories or less) multi-family building or attached row or townhouse
hi-rise multi-family building
Mobile home
Cottage or cabin
(Other, specify)
(Don’t know)
(Refused)

When was your home originally built? Would you say it was..?
1.
Before 1930
2.
between 1930 and 1939
3.
between 1940 and 1949
4.
between 1950 and 1959
5.
between 1960 and 1969
6.
between 1970 and 1979
7.
between 1980 and 1989
8.
between 1990 and 1999
9.
between 2000 and 2005
10.
or between 2006 and 2010
98.
(Don’t know)
99.
(Refused)

[ASK IF HC1=3, 4, OR 5]
HC3. And approximately how many units are in your building? [PROMPT RESPONSE
CATEGORIES IF NECESSARY]
1.
2-4 units
2.
5 or more units
8.
(Don’t know)
9.
(Refused)
HC4.

Approximately, how many square feet is your home? Would you say..?
1.
Less than 1,400
2.
1,400 to less than 2,000
3.
2,000 to less than 2,500
4.
2,500 to less than 3,500
5.
3,500 to less than 4,000
6.
4,000 to less than 5,000
7.
5,000 or more
8.
(Don’t know)
9.
(Refused)
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HC5.

How many rooms, not counting bathrooms, are in your home? [PROMPT IF NECESSARY]
1.
1
2.
2
3.
3
4.
4
5.
5
6.
6
7.
7
8.
8
9.
9
10.
10 or more
98.
(Don’t know)
99.
(Refused)

HC6.

Do you own or rent your home?
1.
Own
2.
Rent
3.
(Other, specify)
98.
(Don’t know)
99.
(Refused)

HC7.

HC8.

[ASK IF HC6=2]
Do you pay your own electric bill or is it included in your rent?
1.
Pay bill
2.
Included in rent
8.
(Don’t know)
9.
(Refused)
What is the main type of fuel used to heat the majority of your home? Is it …?
1.
2.
3.
4.
98.
99.

Natural gas heating
Oil heating
Electric heating
Or some other type (Specify)
(Don’t know)
(Refused)

[ASK IF HC8=1]
HC9.

What is the main type of gas system that is used to heat the majority of your home? Is it..?
1.
Gas central forced warm air furnace
2.
Natural gas boiler with radiators, also called steam heating
3.
Natural gas boiler with baseboards near the floor; also called hydronic heating
4.
Or other system (Specify)
98.
(Don’t know)
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(Refused)

[ASK IF HC8=2]
HC10. What is the main type of oil system that is used to heat the majority of your home?
1.
Oil central forced warm air furnace
2.
Oil boiler with radiators, also called steam heating
3.
Oil boiler with baseboards near the floor, also called hydronic heating
4.
Or other system (Specify)
98.
(Don’t know)
99.
(Refused)

[ASK IF HC8=3]
HC11. What is the main type of electric system that is used to heat the majority of your home? Is it..?
1.
Electric hot water boiler with radiators
2.
Electric resistance (strips of baseboard heating in each room)
3.
Electric wall heaters with fans
4.
Electric central forced warm air furnace
5.
Electric heat pump
6.
Or other system (Specify)
98.
(Don’t know)
99.
(Refused)

[SKIP TO HC13 IF HC11<>5]
HC12. Is your electric heat pump air-sourced or ground-sourced?
1.
Air-sourced [LIKE CENTRAL AC – HAS A VENTED BOX ON TOP OF CONCRETE OUTSIDE
YOUR HOME]
2.
Ground-sourced [HAS A FLUID FILLED LOOP BURIED IN THE GROUND]
8.
(Don’t know)

9.

(Refused)

[SKIP TO HC14 IF HC1= 1, 6, OR 7]
HC13. Does the main heating system serve only this residence or does it serve more than one residence?
1.
Only this residence
2.
More than one residence
8.
(Don’t know)
9.
(Refused)

HC14. Does your home have central air conditioning?
1.
Yes
2.
No
8.
(Don’t Know)
9.
(Refused)
[SKIP TO HC16 IF HC14<>1 OR HC1= 1, 6, OR 7]
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HC15. Does the central air conditioning system serve only this residence or does it serve more
than one residence?
1.
2.
8.
9.

Only this residence
More than one residence
(Don’t know)
(Refused)

[SKIP TO HC17 IF HC1=1, 6, 0R 7]
HC16. Does your water heater, or the source of your hot water, serve only this residence or does it
serve more than one residence?
1.
Only this residence
2.
More than one residence
3.
(This residence has no hot water)
8.
(Don’t know)
9.
(Refused)

[SKIP HC17 IF HC16=3]
HC17. To the best of your knowledge, what type of fuel or energy does your water heater use?
1.
Electricity
2.
Natural gas
3.
Propane or bottled gas, such as LP, propane, or butane
4.
Solar
5.
Or other fuel type (Specify)
98.
(Don’t know)
99.
(Refused)

[ASK IF HC6=2 AND (HC8=1 OR HC17=2)]
HC18. Do you or someone else in your household, pay your own heating or water heating bill
or is it included in your rent?
1.
Pay heating and hot water
2.
Pay hot water only
3.
Pay heating only
4.
Both are Included in rent
8.
(Don’t know)
9.
(Refused)

K. DEMOGRAPHICS
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I just have a few last questions and then we will be done. These last questions are for statistical
purposes only.
K1.

How long have you lived at your current residence? [ENTER NUMBER OF YEARS]
1.
Less than a year
98.
(Don’t know)
99.
(Refused)

K2.

In what year were you born? [NUMERIC OPEN END; 1890-1991]
99. (Refused)

N_K3a.

How many people currently live in your house year-round?
98. Don’t know
99. Refused

[skip if n_k3a<2 or DK,REF]
N_K3b. Of the <NK3a> people who live in your house, how many are under 18 years of age?
98. Don’t know
99. Refused

K5.
Which of the following best represents your annual household income from all sources
in 2010, before taxes?
Was it...
1.
Under $30,000
2.
$30,000 to under $60,000
3.
$60,000 to under $100,000 or
4.
$100,000 or more
98.
(Don’t know)
99.
(Refused)
[ASK IF K5=1]
K5A. Was it...
1.
Under $10,000
2.
$10,000 to less than $20,000
3.
$20,000 or more
98.
(Don’t know)
99.
(Refused)
[ASK IF K5=2]
K5B. Was it...
1.
$30,000 to less than $40,000
2.
$40,000 to less than $50,000
3.
$50,000 or more
98.
(Don’t know)
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(Refused)

[ASK IF K5=3]
K5C. Was it...
1.
$60,000 to less than $70,000
2.
$70,000 to less than $80,000
3.
$80,000 to less than $90,000
4.
$90,000 to less than $100,000
98.
(Don’t know)
99.
(Refused)
[ASK IF K5=4]
K5D. Was it...
1.
$100,000 to less than $150,000
2.
$150,000 to less than $200,000
3.
$200,000 to less than $250,000
4.
$250,000 to less than $300,000
5.
$300,000 or more
98.
(Don’t know)
99.
(Refused)
IF D2
(HOUSEHOLD SIZE)=
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

X

Ask if:

$21,700
$29,100
$36,600
$44,100
$51,600
$59,100
$66,500
$74,000
$81,500
$89,000
$96,500
$103,900

K5A=3
K5A=3
K5B=1
K5B=2
K5B=3
K5B=3
K5C=1
K5C=2
K5C=3
K5C=3
K5C=4
K5D=1

[ASK ONLY IF ON THE BORDER OF 200% CALCULATION, BASED ON CHART ABOVE]
K6.
Was your income above or below <X>?
1.
Above
2.
Below
99.
(Refused)
K7.

What is the highest level of education you have completed?
1.
Less than high school
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High school graduate or equivalent (e.g., GED)
Attended some college (includes junior/community college)
Bachelors degree
Advanced degree
(Other, Specify)
(Don’t know)
(Refused)

K8.

Do you consider yourself to be…?
1.
White
2.
Black or African American
3.
American Indian, Native Hawaiian, Pacific Islander or Alaska Native
4.
Asian
5.
Hispanic or Latino
6.
Mixed Race or
7.
Other
98.
(Don’t know)
99.
(Refused)

K9.

[RECORD GENDER. DO NOT ASK]
1.
Male
2.
Female

Thank you very much again for your time. Have a good day.
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Appendix F: Data Request
The following data request was submitted by the Cadmus Team in May 2010.
Request
Data
Detail
Number
Research and Demand-Side Management (DSM) Tracking Data
1

Recent DSM
Tracking Data Energy
Efficiency

Data by fuel, sector, program, building type, end use,
participant, measure type, efficiency level. We are seeking
the most granular level available across all residential and
low income programs going back to 2005. Should include
customer contact information. For participants, we are also
looking for a "key" variable such as the electric and/or gas
account number such that we can tie billing data to
participant data. Overall, a relational database form would
be ideal to allow us to do summarization independently of
the utilities and implementers, although "flat files" (e.g.,
Excel) also work.
2
Previous market Any relevant studies regarding equipment saturation,
research studies penetration, and market share; customer
(All sectors)
attitudes/awareness towards energy efficiency; etc.
Including previous evaluations of programs, going back up
to five years.
Sampling and Future Billing Analyses
3
Premise /
Data dump of all residential customer bills (electric and gas)
Account billing
base of customers, rate class, monthly consumption, read
data
dates. Having both the premise ID, and all account numbers
associated with that idea over the (2-3) years of history
available, is crucial to implementing our proposed
evaluation approach. Need both single family and
multifamily, so if multifamily are tracked as commercial also
need these data.
4
Account
Including name, address, phone, home type (if available),
information
low income classification (if available)
Baseline and Forecast Data
5
Base year
Weather-normalized actual sales and customers by building
(2009)
type, and income categorization, as available.
aggregate sales
and Customers
7
Sales Forecasts Up to 20-years of weather-normalized retail electric and/or
gas sales forecasts for the residential sectors. If forecasts
by building type are available, that would be even better.
Forecast needs to be what sales would be absent future
DSM impacts to avoid double-counting in the DSM potential
analyses.
8
Customer
Up to 20-years of customer forecasts for the same
Forecasts
dimensions as the sales forecasts.
9
System and
Historic hourly system (for electric) or monthly system (for
Sector load
gas) and sector/segment load profiles for as many years as
profiles
available
10
System Peak
Projected system peak MW (or therms), by sector if
Forecasts
available
Economic Data
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assumptions
Avoided Costs
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Discount rates, line losses, inflation rates, etc.

Low

Hourly electric avoided costs or monthly gas avoided costs,
as well as capacity benefits;

Low
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Appendix G. 2010 Audit Report Focus Groups
PowerPoint
Mass Save Focus
Groups Appendix G.pdf
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Appendix H: Critical Field Review
Data Category

Requirement

Customer Specific
Customer Specific
Customer Specific
Customer Specific

Data Name
Account number /
Customer ID
First Name
Last Name
Street Address
City

Customer Specific

Zip code

Critical

Customer Specific
Customer Specific

Contact Phone
Rate Classification

Critical
Secondary

Customer Specific

O-Power Recipient

Secondary

Customer Specific
Customer Specific

O-Power Start Date
O-Power End Data

Secondary
Secondary

Customer Specific

Other Utility Provider

Critical

Customer Specific

Other Utility Account
Number

Critical

Household Data

Premise ID

Critical

Household Data

Building type (SF/MF)

Critical

Household Data
Household Data
Household Data

Critical
Secondary
Secondary

Household Data
Household Data

Number of units (if MF)
Heating fuel type
Water heating fuel type
Central AC present in the
home
Number of floors per
home
Square Footage
Number of Occupants

Project Data

Program name

Critical

Project Data

Agency/Implementer
name

Critical

Project Data

Savings by home

Secondary

Project Data

Project ID

Secondary

Measure-specific Data

Install Date

Critical

Measure-specific Data

Measure group

Secondary

Customer Specific

Household Data
Household Data

Critical
Critical
Critical
Critical
Secondary

Secondary
Secondary
Secondary
Secondary
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Notes
This is the unique customer account number.
Customer first name
Customer last name
Household street address of customer
Household city
Household zip code. Key to mapping with weather stations
for billing analysis.
Participant primary phone number
Code or name of rate structure for the participant
Was/is the customer an O-Power program participant? Yes
or No.
Date O-Power participation started if applicable.
Date that O-Power participation ended if applicable.
If electric database, the name of the gas provider should
be listed. If gas database, the name of the electric provider
should be listed.
If electric database, the account number of the gas
provider should be listed. If gas database, the account
number of the electric provider should be listed.
Location ID that will stay this household regardless of
customer
E.g. Single Family, Multi-family, Manufactured Home,
Other
Total number of units associated with multifamily building
Primary heating fuel type
Primary water heating fuel type
Is there a central AC system in the household?
Number of floors in the household
Total square footage of household
Number of full time people living in the house or unit.
If participant falls under different participatory program
based on income or other qualifications, which would make
incentives or other program-based parameters unique to
them, please qualify that here.
name of CAP agency, or vendor, or store, that installed
measure of where measure was purchased.
Some will identify total household savings, not just
measure-level
If multiple measures installed, this ID can be used for each
record, but should be unique to individual project
installations for a household
For billing analysis, the installation date is the preferred
date, but invoice or complete date can also be used if
installation date not available
A more general/broad measure name - specifics provided
in Example of Measure info sheet
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Measure-specific Data

Measure name

Critical

Measure-specific Data

Measure detail

Secondary

Measure-specific Data

Quantity

Critical

Measure-specific Data

Quantity measurement
(unit, sq. ft.)

Critical

Measure-specific Data

Secondary

Measure-specific Data
Measure-specific Data
Measure-specific Data

Measure life
Total Measure Cost
(including labor)
Incentive
Other Incentive
Other Incentive Source

Measure-specific Data

Electric savings

Secondary

Measure-specific Data

Oil/Gas savings

Secondary

Measure-specific Data

Non-energy savings

Secondary

Measure-specific Data

Original efficiency value

Secondary

Measure-specific Data

New efficiency value

Secondary

Measure-specific Data

Efficiency Measurement
(AFUE, R-value)

Secondary

Measure-specific Data

Secondary
Secondary
Secondary
Secondary
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The actual measure name - specifics provided in Example
sheet
A more specific/detailed measure name - specifics
provided in Example sheet
Total quantity of installed measure
The units that the installed measure are classified in.
Additional detail provided in the example of measure info
sheet.
Expected useful life of installed measure
Actual cost of the installed measure paid by customer
Incentive/rebate paid by utility for installed measure
Incentive/rebate paid by other party such as ARRA
Source of additional rebate/incentive such as ARRA
This can be either per-unit savings OR total savings
provided quantity is reported. If electric, then should be
energy and demand (kWh and kW). Field should be named
or somehow identified as per-unit or total savings.
Additionally, it should be noted that savings are GROSS,
and NOT NET.
This can be either per-unit savings OR total savings
provided quantity is reported. Should be reported in therms
or MMBTU. Field should be named or somehow identified
as per-unit or total savings. Additionally, it should be noted
that savings are GROSS, and NOT NET.
Non-resource benefits / impacts
The original value before efficient measure installation.
Additional detail provided in example of measure info
sheet.
The new value after efficient measure installation.
Additional detail provided in example of measure info
sheet.
The new value after efficient measure installation.
Additional detail provided in example of measure info
sheet.
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